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INCREASES IN EXCHANGEABLE 
POTASSIUM UPON DRYING OF 

SOIL$ AND CLAYS 

I NT RO DUC TI O N 

Potassium (IC)1 is an Important plant nutrient and Is 

enera1ly found in association with layer silicate minerals 

of soi].. The level of K in soil Is related to the types 

of layer silicate minerals present. 3ince the types and 

amounts of layer silicate minerals present partially deter- 

mine cherilcal properties of soils, everything that can be 

established about soil will be a contribution. 

Lhe fact that ¿ fixation occurs upon drying of certain 

layer silicate iInerals, and therefore upon drying soils 

containin these minerals, has been well established and 

is enera1ly accepted today. This fixation is considered 

to be a 'trapping" of K ions between lattice layers of 

silicato minerals when the lattices contract pon dehydra- 

tien. It is believed that K, F1 and some other ions are 

fixed by this mechanism because they have approximately the 

same diameter as depressions formed by hexagonal rins of 

oxygen atoms at the Inner surfaces of layer silicate 

minerals. Larger ions do not allow the lattices to con- 

tract far enough to prevent re-entry of water molecules 

1Chemical synibols and/or elemental names rather than the 

more conventional oxides will be used ii this thesis. The 

fact that K and some other elements exist lare1y in ionic 
forms in soil is realized and Implied. 
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which expand the lattices. Jmaller ions are not fixed 

becaiee the lattices do not contract enough to prevont 

their mi3ration or diffusion to external surfaces. 

Expanding lattice layer silicates have high exchange 

capacities, marked shrinking and swell1n properties, give 

rise to characteristic X-ray diffraction patterns, and have 

other characteristic oro',ertles. Thess "iinerals are 

classified on the basis of their properties and chemical 

composition. xpandin lattice type minerals include 

nontmorillonoids. 

:on-exanding lattice layer silicates have lower ex- 

change capacities and do not exhibit marked shrinking and 

swell1n properties. However, they do give rise to charac- 

teristic properties. Again, these minerals are classified 

on the basis of properties, and include hutes, biotites 

and other micas. 

It is now evident that a layer silicate may be ex- 

panded and classified into a group because of its proper- 

ties and chemical comoosition. Then, K may be fixed by 

this mineral, its properties changed, and it would be 

reclassified as a member of another group. The different 

properties and corres2ondth: nomenclature are a result 

of K fixation in many cases. One extremely important role 

of K in soils is therefore revealed. 
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Recently, lt has been obßerved that exchaneab1e K 

Increases upon dryinL., oie eolia. Furthermore, a fixation 

of K tinder rnol3t conditions In addítiori to K fixation J)Ofl 

drylnn has been obierved. The implications of these 

phenomena are extensive in relation to layer silicate 
rainerai conversion, ii availability to plants, soil testin5 

to deteriilne the K status of soils, and K fertilization. 
Very little work has been done to establish the mechanism 

throuch which exchangeable K increases upon drying or 

decreases throuEh wet fixation. 
This thesis oroject was initiated in an attempt to 

elucidate some of the factors and mechanisms Involved in 

the increase of exchangeable K upon drytni. The work was 

done with the followin5 objectives. 

A. To establish the conditions under which exchange- 

able K increases upon drying of soils and clays. 

B. To obtain some understanding of the extent and 

importance of this exchaneab1e K increase in several soil 

serles. 
C. To relate the increases of exchangeable K upon 

drying to types of layer silicate clay2 minerals. 

D. To suggest and perhaps establish a mechanism for 

the release of K upon dryinß soils and layer silicates. 

2The terms clay, eilt and sand used in this thesis refer 
to particle size fractions of leas than 2 mIcrons, 2 to 50 
microns, and 50 microns to 2 mIllimeters, respectively. 



In addition to the primary objectives, there are cer- 

tain implications of the phenomena wit,h respect to time of 

soil sampling for soil testirlß, availability of K to plants 

and interpretation of sol]. fertility research involving K. 
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RIVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Potassium fixation wa discovered bj 3errard Eyer 

(25) In 1895 darIng an atterpt to deternIne the 2lant 

nutrients which might be available in solle. After addinß 

vartoue SU'oBtaflcOB sua'ected to be plant nutrients includ- 

In K to soll, Dyer e3uc3e38lvely leached the treated soll 

with citric acid. To his sJrprl3e, as well a to the sur- 

prise of others, ,itrtc ttd leachino did not reraove all 

the applied K. Other added materials were completely 

removed by the leachln. Dyer concluded that soila have 

properties which prevent removal of K by citric acii, and 

that the3e roporties were peculiar to K alone. This non- 

leachable X later became known au fixed K. 

Since Dyer's discovery, many investi;atora have ob- 

served that some soils and layer silicates fix . :any 

attempts to aeasure K fixation under variois conditions by 

soils and layer silicates have been iade. 3ome investi- 

:ators expressed concern that fertilizer K was lost by 

fixation and that such fertilization represented a loss to 
farrneri. Others postulated that fixed K was or would 

become available to ?lants. eardless of these argumenta, 

very llttle work was done to establish facts concerning K 

fixation until the 1930's. At that time a rather large 

roup of investigatoro began to study K fixation, K release, 
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crop responße to K fertilization, effect3 of other sub- 

stances and the effoct of various conditions wo :: fixa- 

tion and release. 

?otassium Fixation by Soils 

One of the first extensive studies of K fixation was 

done by Volk (96) In 1934. He ectahlihed that alternate 

wetting and drying of Wisconsin soils previously treated 

with one thousand pounds K per acre brout about rapid 

: fixation, and that ( fixing capacities for different 

soils varied from none to one thousand pounds K per acre. 

Other rosultz of hiz study indicated that very little i 

was fixed when soils were kept moist, and that ten wetting 

and drying cycles were necessary for maximum fixation. 

This indicated that drying or dehydration of soils is 

essential for E fixation. Many other inveeti5ators have 

concluded that most K fixation occurs as a result of drying 

(L3, 44, 59, 90). 

The idea that dryinp was essential for fixation brought 

about extensive research activities with objectives aimed 

at measuring K flxin capacities of various soils. .Joffe 

and Kolodny (43, 44) postulated that perhaps the temper- 

ature increase usually associated with drying was really 

the factor causinS fixation. They substantiated their idea 

by showing that maxinurn fixation occurred when soils were 
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dried at 20000. Further support for the concept arose 

from observations that K, Rb, Ca, and possl.bly NH4 were 

fixed in soil by heating i.n an autoclave (59). However, 

most investigators were not convinced that temperature 

increase was the factor since nurierous stndies had shown 

K fixation upon drying at room temperature. 

3ince K fixation occurred, lt became necessary to Iden- 

tify K fixing components of soils. It was believed by 

many wcrkers that phosphates of iron, aluminum, calcium, 

asid magnesium were responsible. Others bolleved that clay 

minerals fixed i as well as varlo's other colloidal mater-. 

ials present in soil. However, artificial mixtures of 

silica and alumina gels were shown not to fix K (96). 

There are many factors which can increase or decrease 

K fixation by soils. Iron removal and liming highly acid 

soils both cause increases in K fixation. The increase 

from liming is coincident with increasing pH (47) . This 

is supported by the fact that HC1 leachings decrease and 

Ca(OH)2 additions increase K fixation. Certainly the 

presence of other ions in the soil solution has marked 

effects. It has been generally accepted that ITJ-Ii and K are 

fixed by the same mechanism in soils and layer silicates. 

Therefore, chamee ii the level of one ion in relation to 

the other causes chanes in the relative quantities of 

each that will be fixed (36, 46, 70, 89). 
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Potassium e1ease by oils 

The postulate that fertilizer K was lost by K fixatior 

was shown to be falso when nurnerou invest1atore estab- 

liahed that fixed was available to plants (6, 8, 31, 64, 

77) 0 '.Tood and Defurk (99) have suested that K fixation 

is very 1nportant because it prevents loss of K by 1eachin, 

and holds K in the rooting zone of plants where it i avail- 

able. This idea is quite well accepted, but it fails to 

recognize the fact that some soils do not relea8e K rapidly 

enough to support good plant growth even thou.h their total 

K contents may be high. This introduces the idea that the 

rate of release of fixed K is of major importance in 

supplying K to plants rather than the total amount of 

fixed K in the soll. 

3ome studies have shown good correlations between 

exchangeable K and crop yield (17, 33, 64), and others have 

shown poor correlations (39, 55, 60, '74, 82). The use of 

stronger extractants such as 11Cl of various concentrations, 

boiling HNO3, and H204 have been used to measure the K 

supplying power of the soils in attempts to find relation- 

ships between soil K and plant yield (6, 27, 31, 74, 77, 

82) . These strong reagents remove more K than the conven- 

tional NH4OAc, NaOAc, and NaC1 used to measure exchaneable 

K. In general, better relationships between soil K and 

crop response were found with the strong extractants, 
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however aoie evtdenoe wa preaented which indicated that 

exohanßeable K and i supplying power should be measured 

when determining available to plante (82). Other methods, 

ino1udin continuous percolation employing exchange resins 

(61, 62), alternate leaching and storage using mild rea- 

cents such as H4OAo (9, 27, 75) , and successive cropping 

(8, 17, 27, 31) have been used with varying decrees of 

success in correlating available K and plant yield. umer- 

ozs release curves have appeared in the literature from 

these rany studies. 
Today, lt is fairly well accepted that i equilibria 

exist in soils. These equilibria have been proposed by 

several investigators (6, 9, 31, 60), and the general forra 

of the equation Is usually expressed as 

soluble K exchangeable K fixed K. 

The equilibria differ from soil to soll and levels of 

each components can be altered by addition or removal of K. 

Usually when K Is added to soils which fix K, fixation 

takes place rapidly and new equilibria are soon established. 

However, when soluble and exchangeable K are removed fixed 

K is released at a relatively slow rate, which is character- 

istic of the soil, and considerable tirae is often required 

before new equilibria are established. Therefore, the time 

required to establish new equilibria when existin3 equilib- 

ria are upset depends upon which components were changed. 
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This indicates the role of controlling factors other than 

concentrations (26, 62, 66, 67). 

Potassiu:i Fixation and Release by Clays 

The capacity of Boils to fix and supply K to plants 

was shown several years ao to be closely related to the 

per cent clay and the cation exchange capacity (33, 87, 

loi). This indicated that soil clays fixed and released 

K. Later, more direct studies established this fact (20, 

22, 44, 46, 65, 95). It is presently accepted that only 

certain 2:1 layer silicate clay m.tnerals fix K rather than 

all clays. 

Vermiculite is considered to be the layer silicate 

mineral responsible for most K and JH4 fixation in soils 

(21, 22, 51, 69). This is reasonablo since verraiculite is 

a direct weatherin5 prodct of iaicas, which are minerals con- 

tainin3 fixed K. As C is removed from micas by c1eavae, 

vermiculite is formed. It is apparent that if K is pros- 

ont, the reverse process may also occur very readily (10, 

22, 68, 69). 

Montmorillonoida and luttes have both been foìnd to 

fix K under certain conditions (19, 71). 3ome early work 

(95) indicated that K was fixed by kaolinite, but this 

fixation was very probably a result of vermiculite 1mpr- 

Ities in the sample. Certainly, any 2:1 layer silicate 

mineral with ita d-axis expanded could fix K under certain 
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conditions. The K fixed by dehydrat1n some rnontxnorll- 

1o!OidS may be readily released upon rehydratlon whereas 

that fixed by vermiculite and possibly other rnontrnorll- 

lonoids would not. However, both minerals would fix K to 

a deree, dependtn upon the definition one wishes to use 

for fixed and exchaneab1e i. It Is also possible that 

clays identified as lutte, biotite, and/or some other micas 

could fix K. Conceivably, these minerals could be at a 

stase of woatherth where they contained small packets of 

vermiculite which would fix applied K and be converted back 

to the mica form. 

Layer silicate minerals which release are the micas 

(lo, 22, 68, 69). Specific micas studied most are biotite 

and illite. DeMumbrum and Hoover (22) reported that liuto 

released K, but that considerable quantities of K were 

fixed by illite-vermici].ite mixtures. They concluded that 

in these mixtures, vermiculite fixed the K which was re- 

leased from tilite. It is obvious, however, that as illite 

releases K it may be converted to a K fixina mineral. 

Yet Fixation of K 

Although drying was lonE considered essential for K 

fixation (43, 44, 53, 90), some isolated early work indi- 

cated that fixation may occ.r under moist conditions (13, 

23, 59). 30mo investigators have observed an Initia). K 
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fixation under o1Bt conditions and then additional fixa- 

tion upon drying. Stanford (88) proposed that wet fixation 

of K resulted through an unknown mechanism and that K 

fixation pon dry.tn5 resulted through mineral lattice 

co].lapße which trapped K. ¿everal other studleE support 

3tanford's conclusions that the two types of K fixation 

occur. It appears that raolat fixation is the dominate type 

in many soils (33, 57, 65, 73, 34). 

Moist fixation of K occurs rapidly and is very sensi- 

tive to moisture content. With soil moisture contents of 

five per cent and below, this fixation is influenced by 

relative humidity (57). The fact that the process is very 

rapid may explain why more of the early work did not report 

iet fIxatior. 

Increases in :xchaneahle K Upon Dryinj 

As previously explained, the conventional theory of 

ç fixation contends that as certain layer silicates are 

dried, t.he lattice layers contract trapping K ions between 

them. This theory is still widely accepted today, and the 

same mechanism is advanced for fixation of K, NIi, Rb, Cs, 

and some other substances. Today we know however, that this 

theory Is not complete. It doca not explain wet fixation 

of i, nor does it e.plain the fact that Increases In 

exchaneab1e K occur upon drying of some soils. 
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Attoe (4) found that In nine ot of' ten untreated 

soils exchaneab1e K wa increased with drying. Wet fixa- 

tiori of ap1ied K occurred with nino of ten soils, arid 

fixation of applied K upon dry1n occurred with all ton 

Boils. Many other investigators have observed that ex- 

charioable K either decreased or increased upon dryin of 
soils (4, 5, 7, 56, 62, 84). In onera1, drying brinís 

about increases in exchanoable K when levels of exchano- 

able K are low before dry1n, and decreases exchan&eable K 

when levels aro hih. 3ince 80118 which release K upon 

dryiri will also fix added i, it is apparerit that equilibria 

between various for!ns of K exist. Fixation of K upon dry- 

inß te brou3ht about by trapping, but wet fixation and 

release upon drying are not explained. 

Increases in exchangeable K brought about by dryinG 

soil are sufficiently large to be significant in crop 

production if they occur under field conditions. DryinG 

soils between crops released K, and increased both yields 

arid K content of crops In the greenhouse (4, 53, 85). 

This increase ii-i exchangeable K upon drying has certain 

implications in Interpretations of many K fertilizer std- 

los where crop response has been the neasured factor. If 

in a greenhouse study, some pote dried sufficiently to 

release K, and others did not, it is obvious that results 

miGht be misinterpreted. 
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Increase3 in exchaneab1e K have been shown to res:ilt 

from freezing and thawin (9, 29, 73). 3lnce freezing of 

soi]. is a drying process and since cycles of freezing and 

thawing bring about drying this is not surprising. 

ffects of Al Compounds on K Fixation and Release 

Additions of phosphate, which precipitates Fe and Al, 

to soils are sometimes accompanied by increases in K fixa- 

tion (88). It has been suggested that Le and especially Al 

ions and/or compounds occupy K fixation sites, and that as Fe 

and Al are precipitated by added phosDhate, some of these 

sites previously occupied by Fe and Al ions and/or corn- 

pounds become available for K fixation (38, 88). 

Grim (32) suggested that as layer silicates are dried, 

Al noves from structural positions in the lattico to ex- 

change sites. This involves degeneration of the crystal 

lattice with release of structura]. Al. 3ince Al ions aro 

small enough to diffuse between layers of collapsed layer 

silicates (12), it is posBible that this released Al might 

replace fixed K. This may or may not result in layer 

silicate mineral conversion because evidence that Ai ions 

hold crystal layers together was presented (80, 81, 83) as 

well as evldenoe that Al precipitate was formed in inter- 

layer positions forcing the lattice to expand (83). Whether 

or not the lattice expands may depend upon pH, because it 
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was reported that below pH 4.4, Al ions held the crystal 

lattice collapied, and as pH increased, Al precipitates 

formed forcing the lattice to expand. Decreased fixation 

acconpanieà IncreaBed pH and A]. 'recipitatc fornation. It 

was concluded that Ai precipitates blocked collapse of the 

1attic, th decreaein K fixation (83). It should he 

reco5nized thRt the3e Al precipitates blockth the lattice 

must not he P.1 phosphates i'ce, as previously stated 

additions of phosphates increased fixation In another 

investIation (88). 

Additional evidence for the formatIon of Al preelpi- 

tatea between lattice layers resulting in decreased 

fixation was reported by Rich and Obenshain (81). They 

added i-i41?, which conplexes Al to a soluble form, to a 

mineral containing an i.ntoriayer material. This treatnent 

removed the Interlayer material and allowed the lattice to 

collapse and fix . 

The presence of vermiculite-chlorite 1ntorades in 

soils indicates that Al compounds of various kinds form in 

interlayer positions of layer silicates. These interlayer 

materials could block lattice collapse and decrease K fixa- 

tio' a supested (15, 49, 51, 81, 83). Removal of the 

1nterlarer 'aaterial would allow an increase in 1 fixation. 

Conversely, formation of more interlayer material would de- 

crease K fixation and possibly may cause releaoe. 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIALS 

tiori of S er S 

16 

X-ray equipment.. Identification of standard and soil 

minerals in this study was made usine X-ray diffraction 

techniques. The X-ray unit used was a ore1co X-ray du- 
fractometer, equipped with a Geiger counter and a Brown 

recorder. A Ci. target was used to 1ve CuK. X-ray radia- 

tion. A tube potential and current of 0 kilovolts arid 20 

înil1iaperes, respectively, wore used. Divergence and 

scatter slits of 1/4° and a 0.006 inch receiving slit 
equipped with a Ni filter were used for all patterns. 

Standard minerals. The standard layer silicate miner- 

als used in this study were acquired from Ward's atural 

Science Establishment, Inc., Rochester, New York, with the 

exception of saine verrniculites. Characterization data were 

taken from the American Petroleum Industry (A.P.I.) report 

on reference clay minerals (3). 

Preparation of standard minerals for X-ray analyis. 
Standard minerals were ground to pass through a 100 mesh 

sieve. Samples were placed In a cavity in ari aluminum 

sample holder, and levelled by placing the flat side of a 

smooth piece of glass against the sample and the aluminum 

holder, and rnovin the class in a circular motion. This 
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procedure brtns about orientation of the mineral particles, 

and results ir sharper and more intense peaks on the X-ray 

patterns. 

This orocedure was used so that the effects of con- 

trolled wetting and drying cycles on layer silicate mineral 

structure could be measured by X-ray diffraction without 

imposing additional treatments. Conventional procedures 

for preparing oriented specimens would impose additional 

wetting and drying as well as the use of dispersing rea- 

¿ents. Therefore, use of conventional methods m1ht result 

in structural chantes which are not associated with the 

initial treatments. This might result in the formulation 

of incorrect conclusions. 

In addition to the lesa than 100 mesh samples of 

standard layer silicate minorais, sorne oriented specimen 

slides were prepared from the less than 2 micron size 

fraction. This was accomplished by dispersing samples in 

calgon solution (48) and separating the less than 2 mIcron 

fraction by centrifugatIon (41). Small aliquota of suspen- 

sions were deposited on glass slides and allowed to dry. 

;3 o 

8 

Nontmori11ot 24. This montmorillonite is 

from Otay, California. It has the chemical formula, 



(a012.007)(A1001 Si3 99)(A11 Fe013 M0151)010(OH)2 

It has only sli3ht tetrahedral substitution of Al for Si 

but considerable octahedral substitution of g for Al. Ca 

and Na are interlayer lone. It has 4 per cent iinpurtt1e 

consisting of quartz, orthoclase, and sericite with traces 

of dark materials (3). 

c-ray diffraction patterns3 of the less than 100 mesh 

and the less than 2 micron size fractions were typical for 

montmorillonoid. 

flontruorillonite 21. The source of this material 

was 1ven as Chisholm Mine, Burns, Mississippi. It has the 

foriu1a, 

(Na00.2.3i)(A1042 3i353)(A1141 0.13 M8051)010(OH)2 

This mineral has considerable substitution in both the 

octahedral and tetrahedral layers. It is considered a high 

quality clay of the beiclellite type with 8 to 10 per cent 

impurities consistin, of quartz, sericite, orthoclase, and 

carbonaceous inclusions. Ca is the predominant interlayer 

cation (3). 
X-ray diffraction patterns of both, the less than 100 

3Typical X-ray diffraction patterns of various minerals 
reported by iBriridley (14) and Grim (32) were used for 
comparison with patterns obtained in this 8tudy. 
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mesh and less than 2 micron fractions, wore typical for 

montmorillonoid. 

liuto 35. This is a mtcaceoua mineral from 

Fithian, Illinois with the enera1 formula, 

K ($i_ Ali) (Al4 Fe44.M36) C (OH)4 

It contains 12 per cent impurities consisting of sercite, 

quartz, plaioc1aso, pyrite, calcite, and traces of car- 

bonaceous inclusions (3). 

The X-ray diffraction patterns of the loas than 100 

mesh size fraction were poor, ivin broad peaks with 

maxima at 10 A0. The clay size fraction dave typical 10 A0 

peaks but they were rather weak. ( saturated sample, save 

a moderately sharp peak at 10.3 A°, and Ca saturated sain- 

)1eS a broader peak at 10.5 A0. This shows a a11ht con- 

traction of the basal spaoina resulting from 1C saturation 

and indicates that perhaps some K depleted llito is pres- 

ent in this material (30). 

J3totite 33. The source of this acid E, , Fe, 

A]. orthosilicate is iven as Canada or North Carolina. 

Grim (32) states that biotite has the formula, 

K2 (3i6 Al2) (N Fe)6 020 (OH)4 

The X-ray diffraction patterns save a very intense, 
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sharp peak at 10 A0, 

Prochloriteó. the source of this ninera1 was 

Vermont. It was dc3crlbed as an acid , Fe, Al silicate. 

Prochiorite is a menber of the chlorite croup of miiìorals 

(32). It consists of alternato i1ca-like ad bruclte-like 

layers. The mica-like layer has the enera1 composition, 

(Si 4.1)6 (M s Fe)6 O (OH)4 

and the brucite-like layer has the general composition, 

(M Al)6 (OH)12 

X-ray diffraction patterns were typical for chlorite. 

vermiculite 1. This material was obtained by 

washing lesc than 100 ich commercial zonalite three tirites 

a day for three days with 1 MgC12. A washing consisted of 

ehakinß for several hoirs, centrifuging, docantin and then 

adding fresh :ci2 solution. A inineral:soiution ratio of 

aproximate1y i :10 was used. After gCi2 washin;, the ex- 

cess salt was removed by three water washings, the material 

was dried and ground to less than 100 mesh. 

The sourco of the commercia]. zonalite was TZorthwest 

Insulation Company, Spokane, ashinton. 

The X-ray diffraction patterns save a vcry intenso 

14.7 O peak and a very weak 10 A° peak. This indicated 

that sorne mica was still present in the sample, but that 
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the dominant mineral was vermiculite. The 14.7 A0 peaks 

obtained. from this material as well as other vermiculites 

used in this study are frort vermiculite and not chlorite 

because those peaks disappeared and intenBe lo A0 pe3.ks 

appeared upon K saturation. 

Vermiculite 2. This materi.l was the comercia1 

zonalite from Spokane which was used to prepare veriicu1ito 

1. No treatment other than rindin to less than 100 mesh 

was applied to this sample. 

X-ray diffraction analysis 5ave ari intense lo A0 peak 

and a weak 14 A° peak. This indicated that the material 

contained predominantly mica with sono vermiculite present. 

'Tashin3 this rnicaceous material with i'ígCl2 converts it 

to vermiculite as evidenced by preparation of vermiculite 1. 

Vermicu1i.t. This 2aterial was used as a pack- 

int; material for glassware which we received. The source 

lEi UflkfloWfl. The material was rourid to less than 130 mesh 

with a Wiley ritti? and mortar and peztle. 

The X-ray diffraction atterna gave i2. A0, 14.7 A0 

and 27.4 A0 peaks, with the 14.7 A0 peak beini much iore 

intense than the other two. This indicated that the mater- 

ial was predominantly vermiculite, but that perhaps impur- 

lUes were present. The 27.4 A0 peak indicated reu1ar 

interetratification of vermiculite and the materIal iv1ng 

the 12.5 A0 peak. The 12.5 A° peak indicated the :resence 
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f etther 'a turated verm1c'uiite (10) or randomly inter- 

trattfied mica and vernicu1ite. 

Vejpcu1Ite 4. This nater11 wa converted from 

vera1cu11te 3 by waahinj with MC12 as described for the 

preparation of vermiculite 1. 

The X-ray diffraction pat,ternß showed a very intense 

14.7 A0 pea! and ver1 weak 12.5 A0 and 2'1.4 A0 peaks. Comm 

nariaon of these patterns with those froi vermIculite 3 

indicated that ';C1 brought about some coflversion because 

the relative i:teneity ol' the 14.7 A0 peak to the other two 

had increased. 

Vermiculite. The oriina1 material was obtain- 

ed through Ward's Natural 3cienoe Establishment, Inc., from 

Libby, Montana. Th13 material was placed in a beaer and 

enough B202 added to cover it. Action of the 11202 caused 

flakes of material to rIse tö the surface as shown in a 

nethod by Jackson (1). As flakes came to the surface, 

they were skined off, washed, dried and pund. 

X-ray diffract. patterns obtained were similar to 

those for vermiculite 3 indicating similar composition. 

The 12.5 A0 and 27.4 A0 peaks were relatively ¡more intonse 

i comparison with the 1.7 A peak for this material than 

for vermIculite .3 indìcatin a smaller proportion of' pure 

M vermiculite than in vermiculite 3. 

VermIculite 6. This material was obtained by 
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treatin a sariple from a Pikes Peak, Colorado 3ranite de- 

osit with H202 and sk1mmin off verEa.tculite flakes which 

appeared on the surface as previo'.is1y described. 

The X-ray patterns showed 10 A0 and lL.7 A0 peaks 

indicating the presence of discrete mica and veruiculite. 

. 

3. 

For all soils except Fiehalem and Tillamook organlo 

matter was reraovod us1ni H02 (43), arid free iron oxides 

wore roziioved by ac1cenzie's method "a" (58). These samples 

were thon dispersed in calon (48) and the size fractions 

separatod by soving and centrifuGation (41). Organic 

raatter reioval, free iron oxide removal, dispersion and 

size separation of Joha1ein and Tillamook were done usi.nC 

Jackson's (41) method. 

;araples of the 2-0.2 ruìcron and the less than 0.2 

micron size fractions were K saturated by two washings 

with i I Rd. Similar samples wero Ca saturated with 

1 CaC12. Two water washings were used to remove excess 

salts. The samples were then stirred vigorously to sus- 

pend in a small iantity of water. Umall aliquots of these 

suspensionn were deposited on class slides and allowed to 

dry. A.1l slides were prepared in duplicate. 

Prepared slides of iohalem, Tillaraook, Aiken arid Cas- 

cade soils were dried at 65°C for i hour after drying at 

room tecperature. The slides were then scanned for X..ray 
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patterns. Then one slide of Ca aaturated iiater1a1 from 

each 3011 wa ç1r() solvated by placina tt on rubber 

stopper3 in a ioisture can oOntainin a 311a11 ariount of 

ethylene 1ycol, roplaoin the lid, and heatin at 65°C 

for 1 hour. Slides reainod in the 1ycol atmosphere for 

at least 24 hours before 3canninS. Also, one slide of 

K-saturated material frorn each soil was heated at 5500C for 

1 hour, and again scanned as soon as it was cool enough to 

handle. 

All prepared slides of other soils were 1yco1 sol- 

vated before scanning. One slide of solvated ì saturated 

material from each soil was heated at 30000 for 3. hour and 

again scanned. 

The reason for the use of various methods of sample 

preparation ias that some of the work was done b1' other 

1nvesti7ators at 0reon ;ìt.ate Co1le,e.4 heoo data were 

used when available. 

LQcat1on description and proDorties of soils. 

3o11 samples were collected from each horizon of eiht 

soil series while soils wore moist. Two profiles of the 

Aiken series were included. Soi]. profiles were examined and 

described at the time of samplin3. The soil samples were 

used to characterize the variations in water soluble 

4X-ray diffraction analyses of Nehalem and Tillamook soils 

were made by L. A. Jenne, Alen soils by D. W. James, and 

Cascade soil by J. E. Yahner. 
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and exchangeable K upon drying and the cilneralogy of the 

various soils. Some of these samples were used for labo- 

ratory wetting and drying cycle studies as described else- 

where in this thesis. 

General descriptions and X-ray diffraction properties 

of these soils are given in the next few pages and in Table 

1. Detailed profile descriptions, parent material and 

rainfall relationships, a summary of pertinent soil char- 

acteristics and mechanical analysis data are 1ven in the 

Appendix. 

nfl 

%JJLi.i1lJ s 

These soils are currently considered Aiken al- 

though studies in progress may lead to redefinition of the 

serles. The soils are locally referred to as well-drained 

Reddish Drown Latosols and were developed from residuum 

derived from basalt or basalt-like material. 

A vermiculite-chlorite integrade and possibly kaolin 

and a montmorillonoid layer silicate clays were identified 

throughout the profile at the Ashton location of Aiken. The 

fine clay fraction also contained kaolin in all horizons 

with the integrade occurring in the Ap and B22 horizons. 

The s irface horizon of the ßonkowski location contained 

kaolin, vermiculite-chlorite interade, and possibly 

chlorite in the coarse clay fraction. iO layer silicates 
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were evident in the fine clay fraction.5 

In thece soils the fine clay fraction accounta for 

approximately 30 per cent of the total clay. Since these 

eoils contain qilte high percentages of clay, and since 

only small to noderate quantities of layer silicates are 

present in the fine clay fraction, these soila apparently 

contain relatively 1are amounts of amorphous material. 

Very likely both allophane and residual Al and Fe oxides 

are present. However, further work would be necessary to 

verify this. 

Chehalis soil. Horticulture farn. Linn County. 

This is an alluvial soil from recent silty alluviu!:1. Loc- 

ally it is found on the flood plains of the 'illaznette 

iiver. It is well drained and is level. 

A montmorillonoid was the predominant layer silicate 

clay mineral in both clay size fractions. Small amounts 

of vermiculite and kaolin are present in the coarse clay 

fraction. Layer silicate co:position did not appear to 

change with depth. 

The Chehalis soil represents some of Oregon's beet 

agricultural soils. 

Willamette soil. iear .?eoria, Linn County. Wtl.- 

lamotto soil represents the well drained member of a drainage 

5Personal communication, D. W. James, Department of Soils, 

Oregon ¿tate College, Corvallis, Oreon. 
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catena iricl.din .illamette, -1oodbirn, kity and Dayton. 

These soils were derived from water deposited silts. 
,i1lamette 3011 represents important Aricu1tura1 soils 

and occrs on level or s11ht slopes. 

Illite, montmorlllonoid and kaol1'ì layer silicate clay 

minerals were Present in the coarse clay fractiol1 of the 

Ap and C horizons. The fine clay fraction of the Ap hon.. 

zon contains montmorillonoid, ililte and possibly kaolin, 

but only montmorillonoid was present in this size fraction 

of the C horizon. This indicates a decrease in lutte con- 

tent with depth. 

soil. Near aconda, ìan1on County. Amity 

soll was derived from old all uviim and is the imperfectly 

drained member of the drainage catena. There was no slope 

at this location. 
Layer silicato clay mineraloßy data was obtained on 

only the B21 horizon of Amity. The coarse clay fraction 

contained montmonillonoid, illite, some interstratifled 
material and possibly kaolin. The fine clay fraction con- 

tamed montrnonlllonoîd and interstratifled material. 

Dayton soil. year Peoria, Linn County. Dayton 

soll is the pooriy drained member of the drainape cateïa. 

The coarse clay fraction of the Ap, B22 and C horizons 

contained lutte. ontrnorillonold was present in both size 

fractions of the C horizon and possibly present in the Ap 
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and B22 horizons. Kaolin was found in the coarse clay 

fraction of the B22 and C horizons, and was posib1y pros- 

eut in the Ap horizon. Vermiculite was a possible con- 

stituent of the coarse clay fraction of the Ap and L22 

horizons. An interstrattfiod aterîal was found in the B22 

horizon and was possibly present in the Ap horizon. 

ehalorn soil. Ti1laîiook Naval Air Base Tillamook 

County. This is a recent silty alluvial soil on the flood 

plain of the Trask River. It is well drained and on less 

than i per cent slope. 

Montrnorillonoid was the only layer silicate clay min- 

eral identified in this soil. This mineral was present in 

all horizons.6 The presence of relatively lar3e quantities 

of amorphous materials was evident as well as a relatively 

high organic matter content. 

Tillamook soil. Tillauiook naval Air Baso, Tilla- 

i:iook Count. This is an Ando-like soil from old silty 

alluvium on a broad terrace above the present flood plain. 

It Is level arid well drained. 

1ontnuorillonoid was identified in all horIzons of the 

profile in both the coarse and fine clay fractions. The 

presence of weak 7 A0 peaks indicated the presence of 

small amounts of kaolinite in the coarse clay fraction. 

ersonal coxauuunication, E. A, Jerme, Department of Soils, 
Oreßon State College, Corvallis, Oregon. 
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Illite wa3 al2o a pos8ib].e con8tituent.7 In addition to 

layer silicates, Tillaoo soil evidertly contaifled amor- 

phc's materials. It has high oraric matter content. 

Cascade soil. Lloyd farm1 Columbia County. Cas- 

cade soil ií locally referred to as a eddish on Latosol 

and is developed from loess over water-deposited silts. It 
has a 10 per cent slope and is imperfectly drained. 

The layer silicate clay minerals identified in the 

coarse clay fraction were vermiculite-chlorite or chlorite- 

montrnorillonoid inte3r'ade and possibly kaolin in the Ap 

horizon, illite and the interade in the A3 and B1 horizons 

and illite and ruontinorillonoid in the B2 horizon. lutte 

content increased with depth.8 layer silicates were 

definitely found in the less than 0.2 mIcron clay fraction 

except in the 132 horizon where montmorillonoid was iderit- 

ified. 
'alla a11a soil. Sherman Çounty. This soil was 

derived from loess. It occurs on gently s1optn upland 

with 3 per cent slope. The soil is well drained, and occurs 

under semiarid climate. 0f the soils ised in this study, 

'!a1la Ualla Is the only soll which represents eastern 

7personal communication, . A. Jerme, Department of 3oils, 
OreSon State Colleße, Corvallis, OreCon. 

81'ersonal communication, J. E. Yahner, Department of' Soils, 
Oregon State College, Corvallis, Ore:on. 
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Oreon soils. All other soils were from the Tii1amette 

Valley or the Orecon coast. 

The coarse clay fraction of the Ap horizon contained 

i.11ite, rnontmorillonoid, vervnicuUte. and possibly sorne 

interstrattfled material. Definite identification of layer 

silicates in the less than 0.2 micron was not possible, 

but montmorillonoid, vermiculite and an interetratified 

material wero recognized as possibilities. 
The coarse clay fraction of the AC2 horizon contained 

iiontmortllonoid, lutte, and possibly kaolin. The loss 

than 0.2 micron fraction of the same horizon contained 

montniorlllorìoid, illite and an interstratified iateral. 



Table i. X-ray diffraction propertie3 of eolia. 

Laye 

- 

eilicate ciaspreaent1 
Soil Horizon I V C M K C-V mt. 

Alken 
(Ashton) 

Alicen 
(Bonkoweki) 

Chehail s 

Wilianie tte 

Amity 

A1 
Cl 

C 

2l 

* 

p 

* p 
* 

* 

p * * 

p * * 

p * * 

P * * 

p * * 

* * 
* * 

* * 
* * 

* * [I 

Dayton A11 * p p p 
B22 * p * * 

C * * * * 

Nehaìem A1 * 

Al2 * 
Cl * 

- C3 - .- 
* - 

t-Meanin, of symbols: I - ililte; V - vermiculite; C - chlorite; M - montmoriilonoid; 
K - kaolin; C-V - chlorite-vernicu1ite interade; C-M - chlorito-montinorillonoìd 
intesrade; mt. - mnteretratifled; * present; p - possibly preaent. 

I-j 



Table 1. X-ray diffraction properties of soils. (Cont'd) 

Layer silicate clays present 

Soil I1orizo I V -V C-;i mt. 

Tillarnook p * * 

Al2 p * * 

Bi p * * 

132 p * * 

Cascade A, p * p 
* * p 

B1 * * p 
* * 

Waila Walla Alp * * * 

AC2 * * * * 
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Determination of Exchangeable K 

Exchanoab1e9 K was determined by various extractin. 

reagents for different studios in this thesis project. 

The extractinE reagent used for each study will be 5iven 

in the discussion of that study. The extraction procedure 

for all extracting reagents was the same. 

3amples of i to 4 grams, depending upon the K level, 

were weighed into 50 milliliter polyethylene centrifuge 

tubes. Approximately 33 milliliters of extracting solution 

were placed in the tubes, the tubes stoppered and shaken 

for 5 minutes on a mechanical shaker. The sample tubes 

were then centrifuged at rates and times necessary to throw 

down the sample and leave clear supernatent extracts. The 

supernatent extracts were then filtered, using Whatman 

number i filter paper, into loo milliliter volumetric 

flasks. Following the decanting, another 33 millilIters of 

extracting solution was added and the procedure repeated. 

A total of three washings was used giving nearly 100 milli- 
liters of extract. The combined filtrates were iade to 

volume, 100 milliliters, with the same extracting reagent. 

The K contents of extracts were determined with a 

Beckman model DU flame spectrophotometer. $tandard K 

91n this thesis exchangeable ( is defined as the K removed 
by the extracting reagent used and water soluble K is in- 
cluded since it would be renoved by the extracting reagents. 
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solutione were made up usine KC1 disBolved in the extract- 

iflß eolution. 

Determination of ater Soluble K 

'ater soluble K wa determined in extracte from sat- 

urated soil sasnoles. A saturated paste was made by mixing 

aproxiuiately 100 grams of soil and distilled water to- 

gether with a spatula until a paste with only a few drops 

of excess water on the surface was obtained. Pastes were 

allowed to stand 4 hours. Extracts from these pastes were 

obtained with a suction apparatus us1n a water aspirator. 

content was deterulned with a Beckman model DU flaue 

soectroohotoieter. 

Determination_of iioisture Content 

'oisture content was determined on the dry wei.ßht 

bases for all samples. The samples were weighed in moisture 

cans of known weight, dried at 110°C for 48 hours and again 

weighed. The weight of moisture lost and the dry weight 

of soll were thus obtained. 

In addition to regular moisture content, the per cent 

weight loss by heating 110°C dried samples at 200°C for 3 

hours was also determined for some samples. The procedure 

used was the sazie as that for moisture content except the 

weicht of the 110°C samples was uoed for calculating per 
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cent weight loss rather than the weight of samples heated 

at 20000. 

oisture content oercentage and percentage weight loss 

on 20000 heat1n were used to convert all K contents to the 

same basis of 11000 dried samples. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIO. 

Variations in :xchangeable K pon Drying of 3oi1s 

.i3inco no information was available on variations in 

exchangeable K content resulting from dryin-, for Oregon 

soils, several important agricultural soils were selected 

for study of these variations. The soils studied were 

described in a previous section and their layer silicate 

clay mineral compositions wore given. 

Samples from each horizon of 9 soil profiles repre- 

8enting 8 soll series were obtained while soils were moist. 

These samples were brougb.t to the laboratory and analyzed 

for exchangeable and water soluble K at variou8 moisture 

levels. Analyses wero made on field moist, air dried, 

110°C oven dried and 2000C heated samples. i NH4OAc, 

pH '7.0 extracting reagent was used. These data and soil 

:noisture data are presented in Table 2. 

Increases In exchangeable K occurred upon air drying 

for all horizons of all soils except :;ehalern Tillainook 

Ap, Dayton A11, Cascade Ap, Ulilamette B2 and C, and all 

horizons of Walla Walls.. In many cases these increases 

were small, but nevertheless, they did occur. Very marked 

increases occurred in Dayton B21, 1322, and C, and Cascade 

B2. oderate increases were found in lower horizons of 

Chehalis, Dayton Al2 and A2, Tillamook Al2 and 



Table 2. Variations in exchaneable K at several ;aoisture levels as determined in 

HL0Ac extract. 

.xchanjeable 1Ç me KJl0O;i soi.l SQi.l rnoj.sture percentaR 
Field Air 1100C 200°C Layer siliate Field Air 200°C 

Horizon moist dried Oven dried heated clays moist dried heated 

Alicen (l3onkowski) 

B1 
0.29 
0.15 

0.32 
0.17 

0.32 
0.17 

0.34 c*,K,C_V 
0.23 

5.3 
7.4 

4.8 
5.0 

3.5 
3.3 

£321 0.16 0.16 0.18 0.22 9.8 4.6 2.7 

B22 0.11 0.l 0.16 0.22 12.4 5. 2.5 

Alicen (Ashton) 

An 0.18 0.23 0.16 0.26 M*,K,C..V 27.0 5.5 5.6 

11 0.15 0.18 0.14 0.24 M*,K,CV 26.1 5.5 4.7 

B21 0.08 0.13 0.11 0.19 M*iC,CV 25.2 5. 3.8 

0.07 0.13 0.13 0.19 Ä*,K,_V 59.9 5.9 3.4 

Chehalis 
A1 0.47 0.49 0.38 0.48 V, M, K 11.2 5.0 4.4 

A 0.16 0.19 0.20 0.24 V, M, K 10.3 4.6 2.7 

C1 0.14 0.20 0.21 0.26 9.4 4.2 2.4 

C 0.14 0.18 0.18 0.26 9.6 4.4 1.9 

13011 moisture percentae was calculated on a 110°C dry weicht basis. 

2Meanln. of symbois used: I - illite; V - vermiculite; C - chlorite; - montmorillo- 

noid; K - kaolinite; * ... possibly present; C-V - chlorite-vermiculite interade; C- - 

chlorltc-montmorillonoid; mt. - Interetratification. 



Table 2. VariatIons in exchan:eable K at several moisture levels as doternined in 
H4OAc extract (Cont'd). 

xchanpeable K me iÇJlOQg soil Soll moisture percentage 
Field Air 110 C 200C Layer silicate Field Air 2O0'C 

Horizon olst dried Oven dried heated clays inoit dried heated 

Tllla;nette 
A0 2.00 2.10 1.95 1.93 I,V*,,K 23.4 2.9 3.2 
Dli 1.31 1.3 1.60 l.3 3.7.1 2.2 1.3 
B12 1.25 1.28 1.21 1.12 16.6 2. 1.0 
B, 1.34 1.28 1.29 1.26 26.2 5.3 1.1 
C 0.71 0.59 0.81 0.82 I, M, K 25.3 4.8 0.8 

Day ton 

A11 0.42 0.31 0.30 0.23 I,V*,M,K 21.1 2.4 2.7 
Al2 0.28 0.31 0.29 0.33 19.6 2.0 1.6 
A2 0.15 0.18 0.18 0.20 19.3 2.T 1.6 
B2l 0.07 O.35 0.46 0.65 25.3 7.1 1.9 
B22 0.08 0.34 0.45 0.58 I,V*,4>,K,Int.1o.6 6.6 1.5 
C 0.05 0.32 0.39 0.53 I,Á,K,Int. 23.8 5.3 1.4 

Ti 1 lamook 
A 0.23 0.22 0.27 0.29 1*, M, K, 18.2 8.0 5.2 
A1 0.20 0.22 0.25 0.28 Ii', M, K, 28.8 8.7 7.5 

0.15 0.17 0.18 0.22 1*, M, K, 30.0 7.8 4.8 
B2 0.11 0.12 0.14 0.16 1*, N, K, 29.8 80 4.2 



Table 2. Variations in exchaneab1e K at several moisture levels as determined in 
FIOAc extract (Cont'd). 

Exchangeable K, me K/1OO soil 3oil moisture percentage 
Field Air 1100C 2000C Layer silicate Field Air 2OOC 

Horizon moist dried Oven dried heated clays moist dried heated 

Nehalem 
A1 0.69 0.56 0.63 0.56 24 14.2 7.8 6.1 
Al2 0.19 0.19 0.22 0.19 M, 13.8 8.0 5.1 
cl 0.13 0.18 0.18 0.18 M, 20.2 7.5 
C3 0.11 0.15 0.19 0.15 M, 23.2 8.0 4.2 

Cas cade 
A 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.14 K*,C_V,C_M* 3.6 2.9 2.9 

A3 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.12 I,C_V,C_A* 4.0 2.7 1.6 

Bi 0.09 0.11 0.10 O.1 I,C-V,C.M* 5.0 1.3 1.1 

R2 0.10 0.17 0.22 0.27 I, i, 8.8 2.9 1.0 

"alla ia11a 

A1 1.62 1.39 1.39 1.44 I,V,M,Int. 2.2 1.6 1.1 

Al2 1.45 1.30 1.33 1.31 2.8 1.6 0.9 

ACi 1.35 1.22 1.22 1.21 3.0 2.0 0.6 

AC2 1.66 1.39 1.37 1.19 I,M,K,Irit. 6.8 1.8 0.7 

Cca1 1.40 1.28 1.21 1.21 4.2 1.8 0.7 

Cca2 1.34 1.20 1.16 1.16 5.2 2.0 0.7 
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eha1ern C1, Alken (Ashton) Ap, B21 and B22, and Aiken 

(i3onkowski) Ap horizons. 

Oven drying at 11000 brought about additional increases 

in exchaneab1e K in soie soils above the increases found 

with air dryin. However, this was not consistent since 

all horizons ot Aiken (Ashton), Chehalis Ap, 7il1amette Ap, 

B and B12, and Dayton Al2 ¿ave increases in exchangeable 

K upon air drying and then fixed upon 110° C oven drying. 

Furtheriore the 12 soils which fixed K upon air drying re- 

leased K upon 110CC oven drying excepting Dayton Ail, Cascade 

Ap and La1la .a11a AC2, Ocal and Oca2 samples which fixed 

srall amounts of K with oven drying. 

Heatin 110CC oven dried soils to 200°C for 43 hours 

resi..1ted in increases in exchaneab1e K in most soils. Flow- 

ever, decreases or no changes were observed in í1lamette 

horizons, eha1eni horizons, all horizons of 'Jalla al1a 

excepting the A1,, and in the Dayton A11 horizon. 

In cases where the layer silicate clays were ident- 

lfied, it was evident that montnoril1onoids wore definitely 

or possibly present where K fixation oecurred. This was 

true regardìoss of whother the K fixation occurred upon air 
drying, oven drying or heating. However, the presence of 

montinorillonoids did not always result in K fixation with 

drying sinoe K was released in many casos whore montinori.11o- 

noids were present. 
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Increases in exohaieab1e K were apparently independ- 

e:it of the types 01' layer silicate clays present. These 

increases occurred where montrortllonoids were present 

alone and in combination with liuto and kaolin, and in com- 

bination with kaolin alone. Increases also occurred in 

soils where no ontrnori11onoiúu wei'e identified and where 

chlorite-vermiculite integradea were present. £ho largest 

increases were observed where montnori11ono1d, liuto, 

kaolin and probably vermiculite were identified. 

Ircreaaes in water soluble K were found with nearly all 

soils, but these lncreaes were very small because levels 

of K vere extremely low. l'ho increases in soluble 

K with drying were less than 0.01 milllequlvalents per 100 

grams for nearly all samples. Increases of this "ia.n1tude 

are insignificant and are too small to account for varia- 

tions In exchangeable K with dryln. 

$easonal Variations in ixohanjeable K under Field Conditions 

ince exchan&eahie ( increases with drying of some 

soils under laboratory conditions, it was thouht that the 

saine increases might occur under field conditions. If thIs 

were true, resulta of some K fertilizer studle in the 

field would be more readily understood. 

To deteruine the variation In exchangeable K that 

occurred with dryIng under field conditions, the Alken 
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(Ashton) 3011 W3 sampled by hor1zo: at several sartplin; 

dates. ùampling began in the early spring of 1959 when the 

soil was wet and continued through the dry season. The 

final samp1in date was after the soils were wet resultln:. 

from fall raina. Triplicate samples were taken at each 

date. 

ixchangeable iC content of field moist, air dried, 1100C 

oven dried and 200°C heated soils was determined usin i N 

NH4OAc, pH 7.0 extracting reagent. These data arid soil 

moisture content data are riven in Table 5. The t.abld 
values are averages of triplicates. 

rarja1Qfl between the exchangeable K measured In trIpli- 

cate sanroleu was rather lar«.e. wherefore, these data coud 

only be used to point out seasonal trends. fhe moisture 

content values, however, did not vary more than 3 per cent 

moisture between triplicate samples. 

uesults of this study indicated that the highest level 

of exchangeable K occurred when soils were at their lowo3t 

seasonal moisture content. The data indicate that as soils 

dry under field conditions, some K may be reloa3ec1 caus1:g 

an increase in exchangeable K. Then as soils are ?etted 

by fall rains, some K is fixed reeultinr; in a decrease in 

exchangeable r.. 

ihe fact that soil moisture content did not et below 

11.7 per cent ic any horizon during the dry season may be 



Table 3. Seasonal variatiois in exohaneable K and moisture percerìtaße of the 
Alken soll under field conditions. 

me K/bOa 

Horizon 3/26/59 5/29/59 6/18/59 3/5/59 9/16/59 1/9/60 
- 

Field moist 
A 0.18 0.16 0.19 0.26 0.18 0.20 
B1 0.15 0.10 0.11 0.1]. 0.08 0.12 
821 0.08 0.03 0.09 0.08 0.06 0.09 
B22 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.07 0.05 0.07 

Air dried 
A 0.23 0.2]. 0.19 0.27 0.21 0.20 
l 0.18 0.22 0.13 0.14 0.09 0.13 

1321 0.13 0.13 0.11 3.11 0.06 0.11 
B22 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.06 0.11 

110°C driod 
Ap 0.16 0.11 0.16 0.30 0.14 0.27 
B1 0.14 0.11 0.12 0.1,' 0.10 0.18 
B21 0.11 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.09 0.16 
B22 0.10 0.08 0.11 0.14 0.1]. 0.15 

2000C heated 
A 0.26 0.27 0.27 0.31 0.24 0.27 
B1 0.24 0.22 0.22 J.20 O.l8 0.2]. 
B21 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.16 0.16 0.19 
B2 0.19 0.17 0.19 0.16 0.15 0.18 

Por cent soll uìoisture 

A2 37.5 27.0 25.9 11.7 16.3 34.8 
Bj 37.5 27.7 29.9 21.8 21.1 35.1 

34.8 31.7 31.5 27.6 25.4 36.7 
31.7 30.5 2).5 28.4 27.6 36.2 
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the reason the data indicated only a trend. reat'r in- 

croases in excharireable i would likely be obierved Liurin 

a drior sea3on. 

Ccpari3on of uxtratarit3 for xchaneable K 

It is enerlly accepted that 114 and K are fixed by 

layer silicat.OB through the aaiie aeohan1ei. If the3e ions 

are fixed at the same sites by the same mechanism, thoy riuet 

compete for these ßites when both are prosent. Becaui;e of 

this competition, it would appear that sorne extractable 

with i N NH4OAc may not be extractable with other reaents. 

Therefore, deterrnininF variations in exchanjeab1e K with 

drying in NH4OÀc riiht be questionable. For this reaLrnrl a 

comparison of the variations in exchangeable K iith drying 

wa Lnade siw i I14UAC, pH 7.0 and i N NaOAc, pH 8.0. 

xchangeable K contents of all horizons of Tillanook, 

Dayton, illamette, and two Aiken aoils were determined 

UsinE the two different extracting reaent. iild moist, 

110°C oven dried, and 200°C heated soli saiples wore 

analyzed. 

The data iven in Table 4 show that the extractants 

varied in thsir efficiency foi' removal of K from soils. 

IUI4OAc removed nore K from some soils while NaOAc reroved 

more K from others. 



Table 4. VariatIons in levels of exchangeable K measured by two extractants. 
¡ne K/lOOg 

_________________----------- 
Serles Horizon 

- 

__ç'4 1.: 
£a.O..0 

M4OAe 

-- 
NaOAc 

I1C)fI .'S 4i 

NH4OAc 

.. Ofl uiA.vu 
NaOAc 

''' 
c'JJ 

JH4OAC 

t- ¿ 

*aOAc 

Alken 0.29 0.22 0.32 c.29 0.34 0.34 
(Bonkows'rl) B1 0.15 0.12 0.17 0.21 0.2 0.25 

2l 0.lo 0.03 0.18 0.18 0.22 0.29 
B22 0.1]. 0.13 0.16 0.17 0.22 0.19 

AiJen A2 0.18 0.13 0.16 0.22 0.26 0.2d 
(Ashton) Bi 0.1) 0.12 0.14 0.18 0.24 0.24 

2i 0.03 0.07 0.11 0.13 0.19 0.22 
B22 0.07 0.05 0.10 0.12 0.19 0.22 

t1larnette A2 2.00 2.14 1.95 1.4]. 1.93 1.62 
1.31 1.95 1.60 1.19 1.53 1.44 

B1 1.25 1.44 1.21 0.78 1.12 0.55 
B2 1.34 1.4( 1.29 0.72 1.26 0.84 
C 0.71 0.6( 0.31 0.69 0.82 0.d2 

Dayton A11 0.42 0.23 030 0.37 0.23 0.37 
Al2 0.28 0.26 0.29 0.37 0.33 0.37 
A2 0.15 0.11 0.18 0.28 0.20 0.30 
B21 0.07 0.03 0.46 0.42 0.65 0.)9 
B22 0.03 0.0 045 0.29 0.58 0.51 
C 0.05 0.01 0.39 0.27 0.53 0.3 

'ri11atook 0.23 0.18 0.27 0.25 0.29 0.27 
Al2 0.20 0.16 0.25 0.25 0.28 0.29 
B1 0.15 o.14 0.1 0.20 0.22 0.22 

0.11 3.11 u.14 0.14 0.16 0.16 
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In cae auch as ktken (J3onlcow9kl) B1 and 2i and Day- 

ton A-2 and A2 horizons, where eria11 increasos in exchange- 

able K were measured in !JH4Oc with 11000 oven dryin5, 

1arer increases were measured in NaOAc. Small decreaee 

in exchaneablo Y were measured in aOAc in the upper 4 

Willainette horizons. Larger c3ecreaeee were reasured in 

'aOAc for these same soils. This indicated that where small 

increases in exohanEcable K were measured in i'H4OA, 1arer 

increases wcmld be neasu'ed In NaOAc, and sini1arl' where 

small decreases occurred, larger changes were founi with 

?aOAc. These re1ationsh1p did not hold for all soils, how- 

ever, because both extraotants chowec3. snall increases in 

exchangeable K of approximately eqal magnitude with oven 

drying Til1aock horizon samples. 

Sizeable and about equal increases in exchaneab1e K 

with drying were measured by both extractants in the Dayton 

B21, 322 and C horizons. Algo, 3'nall decreases were ricas- 

ured .1.n NH4OAc in Willarnette A, 8, B12 and B2 hor1ons 
with oven dryirg, whereas large decreases were :m1eauro in 

NaOAc. 

Resulte of this study indicated that changes t: x- 

chaneable K levels of soils with drying occurred with both 

extract,in reagents. The riaiiitude of these chai1e3 'îaried 

with soils and extracting reagents used, but in cases where 

aizeable increases in exchangeable K were measured, both 
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extractants save similar results. Therefore, increa3es in 

exchangeable i were real and not a result of using NH4OAc 

extrae tant. 

Increases and Decreases in ixchaneable K Duri 
;ettin. and Drvin Cycles 

3ince both increases in exchangeable K with drying and 

wet fixation of K occur, and since the literature (49, 81, 

33) indicated that Al plays an important role in K fixation 

and release, it seemed pertinent to obtain sorne detailed 

data under controlled wetting and drying in the laboratory. 

Ihis study was initiated to obtain some information on the 

effect of temperature and added Al on the changes in ex- 

chaneab10 K which result from wetting and drying soils. 

It was also planned to obtain more information on the e: cet 

of wetting and drying without additional treatment. 

Duplicate 4 cram soil samples dried at 1100C from 10 

horizons of various soil series were weihed into poly- 

ethylene centrifuge tubes for each treatment in this study. 

Treatments consisted of various wetting and drying cycles, 

two temperatures and AlCi3 treatments. Ixchangeable K was 

determined in a 1 N NaOAc, pH 8.0, extract after each 

treatment. A series of treatments with each treatment in 

the series being preceded by the previous treatments was 

set up at room temperature and run concurrently as follows: 
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A. ¿xchaneable K was determined on the llO0C oven 

dry sarn1es for comparison with exchanEreable K levels after 

other treatments. 

B. 3a!nples were saturated with water and stored for 

8 hours and then analyzed. 

C. Samples were wetted, stored for 8 hours, dried, 

and analyzed. 

D. 3amples were wetted, stored for 8 hours, dried, 

rewetted for 60 hours and analyzed. 

. 3amplos were wetted for 3 hours, dried, rewetted 

for 60 hours, dried, and analyzed. 

F. 1amples were wetted and :saintained moist for 16 

days and then analyzed. 

Another group of samples were treated the same except 

that the initial wetting in treatment B was made by a solu- 

tion containing AlCi3 so that 0.5 mi111equiva1ents of Al 

oer ¿ram of soil was added. Ail treatments, including un- 

treated and Al treated samples, were repeated at a temper- 

ature of 50°C. 

3ince teriperature had no effect upon fixation or re- 

lease of K, results of 25°C data will be discussed in detail. 

Conclusions from the data would be the same for both temper- 

atures used (Table 5). 

After an 3 hour moist storage period, only slight 

changes in exchangeable K were observed in soils not treated. 



Table 5. Increases and dec"eases in exchangeable K reaulting from wetting and drying 
cyc1es- at two temperatires and two levels or Alci3 ap1ication.2 

me K/bOg 

Orißinal joist 
soils oiet ioist for 

3eries Horizon 110°C dried 3 hours jied 60 houre Dried 16 days 
.o added AlCi3. At 250C 

Cascade AD 0.18 0.18 0.13 0.09 0.13 0.12 
3 0.30 0.30 0.23 0.21 0.27 0.22 

alla a1la AC2 1.29 1.30 1.36 1.21 1.30 1.30 

eha1eD A1, 0.52 O.!1l 0.4]. 0.42 0.51 
Chehalis A1 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.57 0.48 0.39 

Amity 2i 0.4::, 0.42 0.41 0.36 0.4]. 0.27 

Dayton B22 0.32 0.18 0.28 0.15 0.25 0.10 
I, C 0.3-3 0.20 0.30 0.14 0.26 0.10 

Willamette A 1.38 1.36 2.02 1.78 139 1.7]. 

Aiken (Ashton) A 0.27 0.27 0.23 0.2]. 0.27 0.20 

0.5 me/grain added AlC1. At 25°C 
Cascade A 0.18 0.21 O.l 0.13 0.18 0.10 

0.30 0.34 0.34 0.2]. 0.31 0.23 

bIa11a .a11a AC 1.29 1.30 1.31 1.25 1.32 1.30 
Leha1ern Ai 0.,2 0.60 O.O 0.39 0.49 
Chehalis A1 0.51 0.51 O./i8 0.38 O.17 0.43 

Amity 82i 0.45 0.46 0.45 0.36 0.45 0.45 

Dayton B22 0.33 0.39 0.37 0.32 0.11]. 0.33 

H C 0.33 0.39 0.35 0.28 0.38 0.33 

Willarnette 1.38 1.88 1.96 1.30 1.92 1.76 

Aiken (Ashton) A 0.27 0.29 0.24 0.22 0.24 0.20 

lEach cycle treatment was preceded by those listed to the left of it except the 16 

day moist storae treatment. ee panes 47 and 43. 
2Tabled data are averases of duplicate deter1nationa. Variation between duplicates 
in al]. cases was less than 3 per cent of the averae value. 



l'able 5. Increases ard decreases in exchaneab1e K resu1tin from wetting and dryln5 
cycles at two temperatures and two levels of AlCi3 application. (Cont'd) 

me K/lOO 

Oriina1 Moiit 
soils oist ioist for 

Jenes - Horizon 113°C dried 8 hours Dried 60 hours Dried_ .j.6 days 

Cascade 

Walls a1la 
iehalem 
Chehalis 
Amity 
Dayton 

Willarnet te 
Aiken (Ashton) 

Cae cade 

a1la Walla 
eha1em 

Chehalis 
Amity 
Day to n 

Wi11ae tte 
Aikeri (Ashton) 

r0 added AlCi3. At 5QO(' 

A 0.13 0.19 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.11 
B2 0.30 0.30 0.24 0.17 0.27 0.19 
AC2 :1.29 1.28 1.18 1.14 1.26 1.22 

Alp 0.2 0.56 0.41 0.42 0.48 0.46 

Ai 0.51 0.51 0.42 0.36 0.44 0.40 
B21 0.45 u.42 0.33 0.24 0.33 0.22 

22 0.33 0.19 0.19 0.09 0.22 0.08 
C 0.38 0.21 0.19 0.10 0.26 0.09 
Ap 1.88 1.86 1.76 1.68 1.88 1.78 
A 0.27 0.28 0.20 0.20 0.25 0.24 

0.5 me/gram added AlCi3. At 500C. 

A 0.18 0.18 0.11 0.14 0.12 0.13 

B2 0.30 0.31 0.23 0.22 0.26 0.22 
AC2 1.29 1.30 1.17 1.32 1.29 1.29 

A1 0.52 0.55 0.40 0.44 0.46 0.42 

Aj 0.51 0.51 0.41 0.44 0.45 0.38 

B21 0.45 0.54 0.38 0.44 0.44 0.44 

B22 0.33 0.42 0.35 0.37 0.42 0.32 

C 0.38 0.40 0.31 0.35 0.38 0.29 

Ap 1.88 2.05 1.70 1.93 1.85 1.81 

Ap 0.27 0.30 0.20 0.24 0.24 0.20 
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with All3 except Dayton B22 and C horizons, which exhibited 

marked decreases in exchangeable K. ith AlCi3 treated 

samples, increases in exchaneab1e K occurred with all 

samples except the Willamette A2. These increases were 

enerally very small. 

Upon drying after the 8 hour iìoist storage, Walla 

Walla AC2, Dayton B22 and C, and viillamette A) samples save 

increases in exchangeable K when no Alci3 was added. Of 

these samples only dalla Walla AC2 and mjlla1ette A,) ;ave 

increases in AlCi3 treated samples, and these increases were 

relatively small. It should be remembered that these two 

soils 
ixchangeable K decreased upon drying after the 8 hour moist 

storaEe in all other samples. 

In all sal!mles, exceot the Cascade Aa, Nehalem A10 and 

Talla Walla A02, both AlCi3 treated and untreated, exchange- 

able K levels were lower after 60 hours moist 3toraße than 

after the first wetting and drying cycle. Therefore, 

fixation of K did occur under moist conditions, and it. 

apparently took place after 8 hours and before 60 hours. 

Then, wben samples were dried followin this 60 hour moist 

storage period, increases in exchangeable K occurred with 

all samples of both AlCi3 treated and untreated soil. The 

data indicated that moist fixation does occur with all of 

these soils and that this fixation might possibly be 
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roversed upon drying to bring about K release. 

All treated and untreated samples stored for 16 days 

under moist conditions fixed K except Dayton B22 and Walla 

Walla AC2 treated with AlCi3, which showed no change in K 

level. Again this indicates that moist fixat.ion of X does 

occur. 

Dayton B22 and C horizons showed the greatest fluctua- 

tions of exchangeable of the Boils ned. Theae results 

ar in areernerit with the findings from fieli sampling 

8tudiea, in which greatest fluotuatio:cs wexe found in lower 

horizons of the Dayton. 

Additions of AlCi3 liad different effects on different 

solle. These treatments greatly decreased the ma;nitudc of 

variations In Dayton B22 afld C horizon3. The opposite 

effect was found for the cases of Gascade Ap and 3j, etialem 

A1 and Amity 2l horizons where additions of AlCi3 in- 

creased the magnitude of the changes. :everthele3e, this 

study indicated that Al may play an irnportatit role in i 

fixation and release in soils. 

Studies With 3 

Results obtained in studies of changes in levels of 

exchanßeable K with drying of' various soils indicated that 

Al played an Important role in K fixation and release by 
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soils. The followinp laboratory stidies were designed to 

determine the effects of Al on changes in exchangeable K 

using standard conditions of alternate wetting and drying. 

3taridard layer silicates pretreated to fix K and untreated 

were used to determine the effects of initial levels of !. 
Jtaridard layer silicatos were ground to less than 100 mesh 

for all studies. 

WettlnR and drying untreated layer silicates. 
It is generally believed that changes in exchangeable 

which occur with drying of soils are associated with the 

type of layer silicates present. esults obtained from 

studies of changes in exchangeable i which occur with wetting 

and drying of various soils were not detailed enoug1i to show 

a definite relationship between layer silicate clays pres- 

ent and changes in exchangeable K levels. The following 

study was desi-.ned to determine the effects of wetting and 

drying on changes in exchangeable K levels of standard 

minerals. 

Duplicate 2 gram samples were weighed into 50 mUli- 

liter polyethylene centrifuge t'bes for each treatment. The 

treatients were: a) to analyze imaediately, b) to analyze 

after 72 hours moist storage, and e) to analyze after 2 

wetting and drying cycles in which the moist storae periods 

were 72 hours. Samples for X-ray analysis were cycled 

through the two wetting and drying cycles and again ground 
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to less than loo mesh. 

Results of this study given in Table 6 showed that K 

fixation occurred during moist storage and that increases 

in exchangeable K or K release occurred upon dryln for all 

minerals except the vermiculites. The quantity of wet fixa- 

tion was :reatest for blot ite 33 which fixed 2,01 illi- 

equivalents of K per 100 grams. Also, biotite gave the 

larest K release upouì drying Which was l.2 milliequiva- 

lents por 100 grams. 

Table 6. Changes in exchangeable K during wetting and dry- 
ing of untreated layer silicates. 

me K/ÏOOg 
. 

After two Changes 
Ong- After 72 wetting during Changes 

Layer mal hours wet and dry- wet upon 
silicate level storage ing cycles storae2 dryin3 

Yont. 24 0.83 0.70 0.83 -0.13 0.13 
Mont. 21 0.56 0.41 0.56 -0.15 0.15 
Illite 35 1.95 1.63 1.73 -0.32 0.10 
Biotite 33 13.49 11.48 13.30 -2.01 1.82 
Pro chlor- 

ite 6 0.13 0.10 0.13 -0,03 0.03 
Verni. i 4.80 1.73 1.41 -3.07 -0.32 
Verm. 2 9.14 2.38 1.41 -6.76 -0.97 
Verm. 3 9.40 2.38 2.37 -7.02 -0.01 
Verm. 4 5.82 1.65 0.96 -1.08 -0.59 
Verni. 5 5.75 2.30 1.92 -3.45 -0.33 
Verm. 6 2.69 1.6]. 1.02 -1.08 -0.59 

'See Materials and Methods section for identification of 
standard layer silicates. 

2Co1n 3 minus column 2. 

3Column 4 minus column 3. 
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All 6 verinicullteu fixed K dur1n moist storage and 

then fixed additional small amount.s of K upon drying. It 

is important to rernember that these vermioulite all def- 

initely or possibly contained mica impurities. 

Results of this atud:f indicate that soils contain1nc 

.nontorillonoids, illite, especially biotito, and even 

pr'ochlorite, either as sinßle minerals or mixtures, might 

exhibit wet fixation of K and release of K upon dryin5. 

But, in soils containing vermiculite, either alone or with 

other minerals, only K fixation would be observed until the 

vermiculite had been converted to a mica. ihis ica then 

may íive increases in exchangeable K upon dryin5 and show 

4. .t'_. 4.* _ 4' 
;e, iiÁa.i.oi O'i. 

X-ray diffraction patterns of samples cycled throuh 

the 2 wetting and drying cyclo3 were the sc.nc as those from 

the original materials. The K fixed by the vermiculites 

was insufficient to alter the X-ray diffraction patterns. 

Dying Al saturated layer silicates in the presence 
of CaC12 

Coleman'0 found that drying Al saturated Utah benton- 

ite in the presence of the neutral salt, CaC12, that Ca 

became the exchaneable ion, Cl2 was given off and Al 

could not be recovered in H40Ac extracts. This resulted 

'0Personal conirnunicatlon, N. T. Coleman, Department of 
3olls, orth Carolina State Collee, Ra1ei, orth 
Carolina. (Through . E. Harward) 
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in a hypothesis developed by M. E. Harward and the author 

that exchaneab1e Al formed a precipitate during drymn., 

and that formation of this precipitate m1ht release fixed 

X by forcing the lattices of mica minerals to expand. 

The following study was done to determine whether or not 

< was released from Al saturated mica type minerale when 

they were dried in the presence of Cad2. 

Duplicate samples of illite 35 and biotite 33 were Al 

saturated by washing twice with i A1C13 followed by two 

distilled water waehins to remove excess salt. The8e 

washings were done by shaking and centrifuging as previous- 

ly discussed in the ethods and 'iaterials section. CaC12 

was added at a rate of 1 milliequivalent Ca per i gran of 

mineral. The samples were dried at room temperature fol- 

lowed by 2 hours drying in an oven at 43°C. xchan$eabie 

was determined in i N NaOAc, pH 8.0 extracts. 

The treatments resulted in the release of 3.22 and 

0.53 milliequivalents K per 100 crams from biotite and 

lutte, respectively. This data are in arreement with the 

forauiated hypothesis. However, no alteration of X-ray 

diffraction patterns were found resulting from this re- 

lease. This is not surprising since only very small 

amounts of clay mineral conversion could account for these 

quantities of K release. 
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F1xatjn of xohan:eab1e 1( 

To ¿airi a better nderstaridirg of K fixation and to 

detortnine which minerals would fix exchangeable K, the fol- 

low1n study was initiated. 

Quadruplicate 2 ¡ran l3arnples of all minerals, except 

veriiculites 2, 3, 4, 5, and , wore weihed into 50 mliii- 

liter polyethylene centr1fue tubes and washed twice with 

1 N KC1. Excess salt ws removed with two distilled water 

washings. One group of duplicate 3a;nples W5 analyzed 

imiediateiy for exchan6eable K by extracting with i 

aOAc, pH 3.0 extracting reaert. Another x'oup of dpll- 

cate samples was driel at room temperature and then at 4°C 

for two hours. These samples were then analyzed for ex- 

chan3eable z\.. 

The results lven in jable 7 show thaL al]. layer sill- 

cates studied fixed K from oxchaneable K upon drying. 

¿ontiorlllon.to 21 fixed considerably more than other 

minerals used, and liuto 35, bîottte 33, and prochiorite 6 

fixed very little K. 

X-ray diffraction analysis indicated a col1ape of 

the lattice layers of the montmorlllonites from their 

typical 15.8 A0 spaclns to broad peaks with maxima corres- 

ponding to a spacing of 12.6 A0 as illustrated in Figuros 

i and 2. The very Intense 14.7 A° peak typical for ver- 

miculite i completely disappeared and the 10 A0 peak was 
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Table 7. Fixation of exchaneab1e K ipon drying of stand- 
ard layer silicates. 

me K/1o0 

Exchangeable 
Layer silicate after i after K 
mInerale _aaturation dryinj fixe 

:ont. 24 88.87 84.71 4.16 
"iont. 21 88.87 81.20 7.67 
Illite 35 13.04 13.04 0.00 
I3iotite 33 12.01 11.57 0.45 
Prochiorite 6 2.75 2.49 0.26 
Verm. 1 57.54 53.86 3.68 

.c'reatly intensified as shown in Figure 3. This indicated 

that vermiculite i was almost completely converted to 

biotite. 

i'he quantity of K fixation upon drying vermiculite i 

was not h11I enough to account for nuch mineral conversion. 

Let, X-ray diffraction patterns indicated risarly com2lete 

conversion. This is not surprising since veraiculite i was 

shown to fix K under moist conditions. Therefore, most of 

the K which caused mineral conversion was probably fixed 

during the 1(01 wash1ns. This was also probably true for 

the niontmoriilonites. 

X-ray diffraction oatterna for other minerals were not 

altered in this study. 

Additions ofi to Al saturated 1ayr silicates 

It was hypothesized that Al possibly had two roles in 

K fixation and release. Under certain conditions, Al 
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rn1ht bring about release of fixed K and inder other coridi- 

tions, Al may cause increases in K fixation. The following, 

study was outlined to deter!nine the effect of Al satura- 

tion on the fixation of added K with drying. 

Quadrupileate 2 grain samples of !aontmorillonites 24 

and 21, illl.te 35 and vermiculite i were Al saturated by 

two washings with i N AlCi3. Excess salt was washed out 

with two distilled water washings. 1CC]. was added at a rate 

of 100 milliequivalents per 100 grs and the saiples were 

dried at room temperature followed by drying at 40°C for two 

hours. Duplicate samples were extracted with i N CaC12 and 

i N NaOAc, pH 8.0 oxtractants, and the K renoved was deter- 

mined. 

The data are given in Table 8. All minerals fixed 

considerable quantities of K, and all minerals fixed more 

K against Cad2 than against a0Ac extraction. 

The data show that no Al was found in extracts from 

either extracting reagent. Therefore, the Al that was 

once exchan:eablo must have precipitated because mass action 

of either extractant would have removed any exchangeable 

Al present. It is very possible that some Al precipitate 

formed in interlayer positions blocking collapse of 

montmorillonite lattìces as evidenced by the 12.5 A0 peaks 

(Figure 4). Figure 5 shows that a 12.5 A° peak was also 

found in vermiculite i following these treatments. This 
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Table 8. FIxation of K against CaC12 and NaOAc of Al 
eaturated layer allicates. 

me K/1OO 

- - K Presence 
kayer after dryIng fixed of Al 
silicate added against in extract 
mineral Cad2 NaOAc CaC12 iaOAc Cad2 NaOAc 

'ont. 24 100 64.58 70.97 35.42 29.03 None None 
lont. 21 100 71.61 78.00 23.39 22.00 None None 

lutte 35 100 81.84 90.97 18.16 9.21 None None 

Vorm. 1 100 78.00 92.71 22.00 7.29 None None 

Interlayer Al could also block removal of K from interlayer 

spaces by forn1ng near the crystal ed7es effectively seal- 

ing K between uncollapsed lattice layers. £hls K would 

be neasured as fixed K by the rocedure used, but it would 

be fixed by a different mechanism than the conventional 

concept where trap'Din3 results from lattice collapse. 

It was reco.nized that K mIht be fixed or occluded in 

Al precipltato3. This possibility was tested by prec1- 

1tatiner hydrated Al oxide in the presence of K. The data 

in Table 9 indicate that no i fixation resulted by forma- 

tion of thiB )rect2itate. 

Addip Al to i layorsilicate systems 

A hypotheai3 was formulated that Al ions might re- 

place fixed causing K release resulting in increases in 

exchancreable is.. The following study was done to test 
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Table 9. PrecIpitation of hydrated Al oxide in the pres- 
ence of K. 

me 

Al K Soluble Exchangeable Fixed 
used added K K K 

50 2.34 2.33 0.02 None 
50 1.13 1.12 0.01 hone 
50 0.47 0.46 0.01 None 

this hypothesis. 

Samples of montmorillonites 24 and 21 and illite 35 

were dried in the presence of excess K to bring about K 

fixation. These samples were washed three times with dis- 

tilled water, dried arid ground to less than 100 mesh. These 

materials and untreated illite 35 and biotite 33 were used 

for this study. 

Duplicate samples of each mineral were analyzed for 

exchangeable K by extracting with 1 : ;a0Ac, pH 3.0 extract- 

ant. Analyses were made on untreated samples, samples 

stored under moist conditions for 72 hours, and samples 

dried after the 72 hour moist storage. The drying procedure 

was the same as described In the previous section. Another 

rou? of samolea was treated with 1 milliequivalent of 

AlCi3 rer gram and analyzed at the three stages given for 

samples receiving no AlCi3. 

The data in Table 10 showed that addition of Al re- 

suited in the release of 16 milliequivalents per 130 rams 



Table 10. Changea in exchangeable K in K layer silicate systems with 
added Alci3 and wetting and drying. 

me K/bOg 

Changes in exchangeable K 

After Durin 
72 hours After moist' Jith2 

Clay Initial moist drying atora.Fe dryini 
'.:o A]. added 

Mont. 24, K-fixed 63.94 63.94 63.61 0.00 -0.33 
Mont. 21, K-fixed 76.09 75.77 74.49 -0.32 -1.28 

Illite 35, i-fixod 24.62 24.62 24.9I 0.00 0.32 
Illite 35 2.56 2.56 2.56 0.00 0.00 
Biotite 33 12.07 13.10 15.43 1.03 0.33 

i me Al/s added 
Mont. 24, K-fixed 63.94 63.94 63.30 0.00 -0.64 
Mont. 21, ì(-fixed 75.77 76.09 74.81 0.32 -1.28 

lutte 35, K-fixed 2!,.90 2.26 25.26 -0.64 0.00 

Illite 35 2.56 2.56 2.56 0.00 0.00 

Biotite 33 14.39 31.32 31.32 16.93 0.00 

1Coliinn 3 minus column 2. 

2Co1ijn 4 jjn column 3. 

o.' 
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from biotite 33 over the release fo'ind in the samples 

roceivin; no Al. ChanE,es in exchangeable r levels of other 

minerals were small for both AlCi3 treated and untreated 

saimleo. 

X-ray diffraction oatterns of the biotite 33 after 

release of 16 uii.11iequivalents of K revealed only a 10 A0 

peak. This was the saae as the attern from the untreated 

material as shown in Figure 6. Therefore, Al ions probably 

replace fixed K resulting in K release. These Al ions 

probably remain in intorlayer positions and the lattice 

remains collapsed. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Changes in ixchaneab1e K upon_Wetting and Drying of Soils 

¿s seen from the data Oregon soils fix K, some release 

: and the K level in others does not ciLange upon drying. 

These findings were expected and are consistent with find- 

ines of Attoe (4), Hanway and Scott (34, 35), Luebs (56), 

4.ueba, Stanford and Scott (57) and other research workers. 

In general, these changes are not lar3e in terms of mliii- 

equivalents, but often changes of 0.1 milliequlvalents per 

loo crams are found. Chan5es this size are equivalent to 

approximately 80 pounds of K per acre furrow slice vthlch 

would be important from the soil fertility standpoint even 

though they seem rather insignificant in the laboratory. 

The data indicated no definite relationship between 

the types of layer silicate clay miflerals present and the 

type of chance in exchangeable which occurs when soils 

are dried. Let, these results Indicate that K Is fixed by 

layer silicates and released from layer silicates. 

Untreated saniples of montmorillonite, illite, biotite 

and even prochiorite, to a lesser extent, fixed K under 

moist conditions and then released upon drylnp. It 

appears therefore that soils containing any one or a com- 

bination of these clay8 might also fix K under moist con- 

ditions and release it upon drying. It is also probable 
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that soils containin5 one or more of these claye miht fix 

added K since both montmorillonites arid illito fixed added 

K. 

Verriiculitea used in this study, which are in reality 

vernicutite-iioa mixtures, fixed K very rapidly under moist 

conditions and then fixed additional K upon dryin. soi]. 

oontainin5 veratculite alone or as a major component of the 

layer silicates would probably exhibit only K fixation anc'L 

rio K release upon drying until enouEh conversion to nica 

had occurred to reverse the reaction. 

!eçhantems of K Fixation 

There may be several .uechanisms responsible for K fixa- 

tion by clay minerals. Certainly vermiculite fixes K by 

collapse of the lattice thus trapping K ions in interlayer 

positions, as evidenced by conversion of the typical 14 A0 

vermiculIte peak to a 10 A° peak upon K fixation. All 

vermiculites of this study fixod K, and with one of them, 

where sufficient K was added, the conversion of the 14 A0 

peak to a 10 A0 peak was completo. These results are coii- 

sistent with uindins of other researchers (11, 20, 22, 51, 

6g). 

C'ne possible mechanism postulated In this work is as 

follows: hen : is added to Al montmorillonites and 

vermiculite, 11 fixation occurs, b'.t the mineral lattices do 
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not collapae to 10 A0 after wett1n and dry1n. Extracting 

reagents do not remove Al from these Al saturated clays. 

Necessarily, the Al muet go soriewhere. It is concluded 

that thi8 Al probably forns soie precipitate in thterlayer 

positions preventing lattice collapse to 10 A°. Very likely, 

this Al precipitate does not occupy all the interlayer 

space, but forms near crystal edges preventing removal of 

K by extractanta. This would explain fixation by minorais 

without collapse to 12.5 A° instead of by the conventional 

collapse to 10 A° as was observed in this study. 

i4ehaniarns of K Release upon Dryin 

There are several possible mechanisnia to explain cei'- 

tain amounts of K release upon drying. Jrim (32) points 

o:t that Al moves from structural positions in the crystal 

lattice to exchangeable positions upon drying. If Al comes 

ot of the lattice upon drying, a certalu amount of degrada- 

tiori of clay minerals takes place. hid miçht result in a 

slight amount of K release. This type of release is reallj 

no different than what is called i release resultinc from 

weathering. 

3ìnce Al moves from the mineral lattice to exchangeable 

positions upon drying, and since after dryiu Al is not 

removed by either GaOl2 or NaOAc extracting reagents it 

seems very likely that Al moves to interlayer positions in 
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clays rather readily. Ezrthermore, additions of Al to 

soils which released previously large amounts of K upon 

dry1n and re-fixed largo amounts of K upon rewettin5 

Rreatly suppressed wet fixation of K and increased K re- 

lease. In order for Al to bring, about these results, it 

muet compete with K for interlayer exchange sites. Direct 

evidence for this competition of Al with fixed K is that 

additions of Al to biotite resulted in large increases in 

exchangeable K. 

The ].iteratìre also contains evidence of competition 

of Al for fixed K. 5tanford (38) found that removal of Al 

and Fe from soils increased K fixation. He concluded that 

these ions competed with K for fixation sites or interlayer 

exchange positions. 3cott, Ahirichs and stanford (83) 

found that the K-fixation capacity sharply decreased at pH 

levels where Al precipitates forced. This was felt to be 

a result of competition of Al precipitates with K for inter- 

layer exchange sites. Rich and Obenshain (81) found that 

removal of an Al interlayer material by H4F reslted in 

the formation of a 10 A° peak upon IC saturation whereas 

samples without interlayer material removed would not col- 

lapse from 14,7 A0 spacing. Klaes and White (49) stated 

that Al ions on interlayer exchange sites prevented col- 

lapse of a 14 A0 mineral to 10 A0. 

It is conceivable that as soils are drying, Al moves 
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from the mineral lattice of layer silicatos to i.nterlayer 

oxehanEe positions, replaces fixed K, and. br1ns about an 

increase in exchan3eable K upon dryin. As soils are 

wetted, this Al may readily be precipitated, allow1n K 

to a3a.n occupy the fixation Bites. Thus, wet fixation of 

K could be explained. Then upon drying aore Al moves from 

the crystal lattice positions and again removes fixed , 

and the cycle repeats. 
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CONCLTJSIONS 

The conclusions made frorii thi8 study are listed brief- 

ly in the followin5 pararaphs. fhe order in which they 

are listed is not intended to reflect their possible import- 

afee. 

A. 3ome Oreíon soils released upon drying result- 

Ing in ilicroases in exchaneable K, Under laboratory con- 

ditions the magiittude of the chanos variod from very small 

amounts to large amoints with various oiis. In general, 

soils containing moderate or small initial levels of ex- 

changeable K exhibit increases upon drying. 

Usually, soils which released K upon drying fixed K 

during moist storage. 

3ome Oregon soils did not release K but just the copo- 

site, fixed it upon drying. In general these soils contain- 

ed high initial levels of exchangeable K. 

B. Nearly all soils exhibited increases in water 

soluble K upon drying. However, the levels of soluble 

were extremely low and the increases observed upon drying 

were considered to result from clay mineral deradation 

during dryin. 

C. Under laboratory conditions, all soils tested 

tended to fix K under moist conditions. Usually K was 

released upon drying following these moist storage periods. 
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Increases and decreases in exchaneab1e i. during 

wetting and dryin6 cycles were suppressed in sorne soils and 

enhanced in others by addiri AlCi3. 

D. Seasonal chancee of exchanGeable K in Aiken soil 

under field conditions were not very marked. The soil 

rnoisture content nover fell below 12 per cent. There wa 

a tendency for the rnaxinìun levels of' exchanGeable to occur 

at the nii.nirnum seasonal moisture lcvel. 

. Dryin5 Al saturated layer silicate clays contain- 

in fixed K in the presence of Cad2 resulted in increases 

in exohaneable K. This was probably a result of Al replac- 

ing fixed K during the drying process. 

F. Untreated rnontnori1lonites, illite, biotite and 

prochiorite fixed K during moist storae and released K upon 
dryinG. The quantities of fixation wsre about equal to 

the quantities 01' release for each clay. Changes in biotite 

were largest. 

Several veratculites, which were really vermiculite- 

mica mixtures, fixed K during rnoist storage and then fixed 

more K upon drying. 

G. Montrnorillonitea and vornilculite fixed K from ex- 

changeable K. This resulted in a o-axis collapse of mont- 

ïorilionites from 15.7 A0 to 12.5 A0 and a c-axis collapse 

from l.7 A° to 10 A0 for verrnicullte. 3ince these layer 

silicates fixed K tinder moist conditions, considerable K 
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fixation probably took place during K saturation prior to 

drying. 

H. Additions of IC to Al aat'rated montmorillonites, 

Illite, and vermiculite resì1ted in K fixation by all 

minerals. The formation of a 12.5 A0 e-axis apactn6 with 

both rnontrnorillonites and vermiculite was thoht to be a 

result of Al precipItate foriting In interlayer positIons 

blockin collapse of the minerals form1nj interlayer 

spaces from whIch K could not be removed by extractin 

reagents. This process was proposed as a separate echan- 

ism for K fixation as distirct from the conventional con- 

cept of trapping by aineral lattice collapse. 

I. Additions of Al to montmorillonites and Illite 

pretreated to fix K and to natural illite and biotite re- 

suited in very 1are releases of K from biotite without 

chanCIng the X-ray diffraction pattern. Al had little 

effect upon the other minerals. 

J. From this study it was proposed that the release 

of X, and therefore increases in exchaneahle K, resulted 

from Al moving to Interlayer positions of clay minerals and 

replacing fixed V during drying of solle. 
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APP1DI X 

Profile Description of Soils Used 

A.tken silty clay loam (Reddish Brown Lateritic Soil, 
locally called Reddish Brown 
Latoso]..) 

Location: NE 1/4, section 10, T. 145, R. 1W. Bonkowekl 
farm, Linn County, Oregon. 

Description by: E. G. Knox, July 26, 1957 in connection 
with Oregon Agricultural Experiment Sta- 
tion Project 331. 

Profile samples collected by: G. L. Ashcroft, D. L. Carter, 
Ray A. Cattani, A. A. Theisen, 
and J. L. Young. July 22, 
1958. 

1ite: Soil from basalt, 10, east slope. 

Horizon Depth Description 
Çin.) 

Ap O-6 Dark reddish brown (5YR 3.5/3) dry, dark 
reddish brown (5YR 3/2) moist; silty clay 
loam; weak, very fine sub-angular blocky 
structure; hard, plastic, and sticky; few, 
fine soft shot; abrupt, smooth lower 
boundary. 

i 6-15 Dark reddish brown (51R 2.5/3) moist; 
silty clay; moderate, very fine sub- 
angular blocky breakinß to moderate, very 
fine granular structure; slightly hard, 
friable, very plastic, very sticky, very 
thin nearly continuous clay flows; clear, 
smooth lower boundary. 

2l 15-26 Dark reddish brown (24.YR 3/4) moist; silty 
- 

clay; weak, medium and fine sub-angular 
blocky breaking to moderate, very fine 
sub-angular blocky structure; friable, 
very plastic, and very sticky; thin, near- 
'y continuous clay flows; clear, smooth 
lower boundary. 



Horizon Depth Description 

B22 26-40 Dark reddish brown (4YR 3/4) moist; silty 
clay; moderate, coarse sub-angular blocky 
breaking to moderate, fine angular blocky 
str.tcture; firm, very plastic, very 
sticky; common, large black Mn02 coatings; 
thin, continuous clay flows. 

Aiken silty clay loam (Reddish Brown Lateritic 3oil, loc- 
ally called Reddish Brown Latosol) 

Location: SE 1/4, of 1/4, section 3, T. 14S, . i;;. 

Ashton farm, Linn County, Oregon. 

Deecriotion by: E. G. Knox, March 26, 1959 in connection 
with Oregon Agricultural Experiment Sta- 
tion Project 331. 

Profile samples collected by: E. G. Knox, D. W. James, and 
D. L. Carter, March 26, 1959. 

Site: 3011 from basalt, O-5 south slope. 

Horizon Depth Description 
(in.) 

A, O-7 7.51R 4/4 dry, 7.5YR 3/3 moist; silty 
clay loam; weak, fine subang:i1ar blocky 
structure; friable, plastic, sticky; 
abrupt, smooth lower boundary. 

Bi 7-18 6YR 4/3 dry, 5YR 3/3 moist; silty clay 
loam or silty clay; moderate, medium, 
fine and vory fine sub-anilar blocky 
structure; friable, plastic, very sticky; 
very thin continuo'is clay skins on larger 
peds; clear, wavy lower boundary. 

B21 18-31 k:CR 4/4 dry, 4YR 3,5/4 moIst; silty clay, 
weak, medium prismatic breaking to moder- 
ate, medium, sub-angular blocky structure; 
firm, plastic, very sticky; very thin 
continuous clay skins; clear, wavy lower 
boundary. 
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Horizon th Description 

B22 31-42 4YR 4/5 dry, 4YR 4/4 moist; silty clay; 
moderate coarse and medium sub-an,ûar 
blocky structure; very firm and firm, 
plastic, sticky; common medium block 

nO2 coatings; thin continuous clay 
skins. 

Amity silt loam (Gray-Brown ?odzolic or Prairie soil) 

ication: 1/4, 3W 1/4, NW 1/4, sectIon 6, T. 53, R. 1W. 
(Hole no. 75 as per J.Foinerening.) 

Description by: J. PomerenIng, Summer 1957; L. H. Robinson, 
July 29, 1958. 

Profile samples co11eed bar: D. L. Carter, R. A. Cattani, 
L. H. Robinson, and J. L. 
Young, July 29, 1958. 

Site: Grass waste land, no slope, old a1liv1urn. 

Horizon Depth Description 

A1 O-12 Very dark brown (ÌOYR 2.2) sIlt loam; 
strong medium and fine c:ranular structure; 
s1iht1y sticky, Bli.ghtly plastic; many 
roots and concrettons. 

A2 12-20 Very dark 3rayish brown (lOIR 3/2) moIst, 
with very dark 3ray (1OYR 3/1) in worm 
holes and on some ped surfaces; silt 
loam; moderate, fine sub-anu1ar blocky 
structure; very friable, s1iht1y sticky, 
slightly plastic; many roots and worm 
holes; very nany concretions (looks like 
mottling), smooth, clear boundary; pH 5.2. 

Bi 20-29 Dark grayish brown (2.5Y 4/2 moist, with 
common, fine and medium dark yellowish 
brown (1OYR 4/4) mottles, also many con- 
cretions with brown streaks; silty clay, 
weak, medium sub-angular blocky into weak, 
very fine sub-angular blocky structure; 
very friable, sliht1y sticky, s11ht1y 
plastic, porous and loose; many worm holes, 
roots, and concretions; smooth gradual 
boundary; pH 5.3. 
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Horizon Depth Description 

B21 29-37 Dark gray (2.5Y 4/i) moist, with 5 to lo 

mm. chunks of dark brown (1OYR 3/3) that 
are coniected to one another between worm 
holes; iarre chunks of fragipan in lower 
5"; silty clay; weak, medium and coarse 
sub-angular blocky into moderate, very 
fine sub-angular blocky structure; fr1- 
able, slightly sticky, slightly plastic; 
loose and porous; one continuous network 
of worm holes; sorne concretions and toots; 
wavy clear boundary; pH 5.5. 

37-41 Dark brown (lOIR 3/2.5) and dark grayish 
brown (2.5Y 4/2) moist (50-50); silt 
loam; no structure; slightly sticky, 
slightly plastic; many worm holes with 
clay flows; few roots; mica conspicuous; 
pU 6.5; water at 50". 

Cascade silt loam (Reddish Brown Lateritic soil with 
fragipan) 

Location: NE 1/4, S 1/4, section 1, T. 5M, R. 2w. Lloyd 
farm, Columbia County, Oregon, on alfalfa plots 
established by T. L. Jackson. 

Description b: A. A. Theisen, June lO, 1958. 

Profile samoles collected by: B. L. cea1, J. E. Yahner, 
D. i.. Carter, and R. A. 

Cattani, July 1958. 

Site: Cultivated field, on 1O; west slope. Imperfectly 
drained; from loess over water-deposited ii1ts. 

Horizon Depth Description 

Ap 0-8 Dark yellowish brown (1OYR 3/4) moist; 
silty loam; moderate, very fine sub- 
angular blocky to fine granular struc- 
ture; friable, non-sticky, non-plastic; 
common, spherical concretions (shot); 
pI-! 5.4. 
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Horizon Depth Description 

A3 8-l3 Dark yellowish brown (lOIR 4/4) mOl8t; 
silt loam; weak, fine Bub-arigular blocky 
structure; friable, slightly sticky, 
slightly plast.ic; few shot; pH 5.4. 

18-27 Yellowish brown (1OR 5/6) moist; silty 
clay loam with mottles; moderate, fine 
sub-angular blocky structure; friable, 
sticky, plastic; common black coating of 
manganese dioxide; pH 5.2. 

27-32 Dc.rk yellowish brown (1OYR 4/4) moist; 
silty clay loam with ped borders of lLzht 
brownish arai; weak, very coar8e priìaatio 
structure; very firm; sticky, plastic; 
manganese dioxide coatings; pH 5.2. 

Chehalis silt loam (Alluvial soil) 

1cat1on: 1/4, ni 1/2, section 36, T. 115, F. 5W. 

Horticulture farm, Linn County, Oregon. 

Description by: J. Pomerening, July 30, 1958. 

Profile samples collected by: D. .L. Carter, J. Pomerening 
and B. L. .iceal, July 30, 

1958. 

3ite: aple, ash, poison oak; no slope; frou post pleisto- 
cene alluvial mixture of igneous and sedimentary 
materials; well drained. 

Horizon, Depth Descrlpt1QI 

A1 O-11 Very dark brown (1OYR 2/2) moist; silt 
loam; strong, fino and very fine sub- 
anu1ar blocky structure; friable, 
slightly sticky, s1iht1y plastic; flU.ì- 

erous, fine (1-2 mi.) roots, several 
larde (l-2") tree roots; numeros earth- 
worm holes; clear, smooth horizon 
boundary. 
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tiorizon Denth Descriotlon 

A3 11-.W Very dark grayish brown (lOIR 3/2) ioist; 
silt loam; moderate, fine and very fine 
ub-anular bloccy atrcture; friable, 
s1ihtly sticky, slihtly plastic; common 
fine roots and numerous worm holeB; 
clear, snooth horizon boundary. 

C1 18-28 Very darc rayich brown (1OL 3/2) moist 
on ped surface, dark rayieh brown (lOIR 

in peda; silt loam; weak, medium 
sub-angular sticky, slightly plastic, coin- 

mon fine roots; numerous, fine worm holes, 
common, large vertical worin channels; 
clear, gradual horizon boundary. 

C 28-48 Very dark grayish brown (lOIR 3/2) moist 
ori pod surface, dark grayish brown (lOYk 
4/2) in peds; silt loam; weak, very fine 
and fine sub-angular blocky structure; 
friable, slightly sticky, slightly 
plastic (very large 
(2-5 nm.) vertical worm holes; few, fine 
roots below 36". 

Dayton slit learn (Planosol) 

Location: SE 1/4, 3E 1/4, 5W 1/4, section 8, T. l3S, R. 4w, 
about 800 feet 1 of road intersection at Peoria, 
Linn County, Oregon aboit 60 feet : of the road. 

Description : E. 3. Knox, May 21, 1959. 

Profile samples collected by: E. G. Knox and J. L. Young, 
May 21, 1959. 

Jite: Abandoned field or pasture, with grass, rose and 
weeds; level, 3oorly drained, frori old, silty, water 
deposited material (Jillamette silts). 

Horizon Depth Descrìtion 

A11 0-3 Dark gray (lOIR 4/i) moist; silt loam with 
common, fine, distinct reddish mottles; 
moderate, very fine sub-angular blocky 
structure; friable, sliht1y plastic, 



Horizon Depth Uecripn 

A11 s1iht1y sticky; abundant roots; common, 
(cont'd) fthe intersitta1 pores; few dark concre- 

tlonB (2-4 mm.); 1ocr boundary abrupt 
and smooth; pH 5.0. 

Al2 3-9 Dark 3ray (10 YR 4/i) moist; silt loam 
with common, medium, distinct reddish 
nott1ea; weak, fine sub-anu1ar blocky 
structure; friable, s1iht1y plastic, 
slightly tickj; common roots; few, fine 
tubular pores; few concretions (1-2 mm.); 
lower boundary abrupt and smooth; pH 5.0. 

A2 9-18 Gray (1OYR 5/1) moist; silt loam with 
com'ton, medium, distinct mottles; weak, 
inodium sub-angular blocky structure; 
friable, slightly plastic, slightly 
sticky; few roots; cornon fine and medium 
tubular pores; common concretions (1-2 
mm.) with a eoncentration at the upper 
boundary; lower boundary abrupt and 
wavy; pi! 5.0. 

B21 18-30 Gray (2.5Y 5/i) moist; clay with few, 
faint, fine mottles; weak, very coarse 
prismatic breaking to weak, very fine 
angular blocky structure; very plastic, 
very sticky; very few roots; common, very 
fine tubular pores; common, thin clay 
skins; common, spherical black concre- 
tions; lower boundary diffuse and smooth; 
pH 5.4. 

E22 30-40 Grayish brown (2.5Y 4.5/2) moist; clay or 
silty clay with common, fine, distinct 
mottles; weaj.c, very coarse subangular 
blocky structure; very plastic, very 
sticky; few, very fine tubular pores; 
common, thin clay skins; common concre- 
tions (l-2 mm.); lower boundary diffuse 
and smooth; pH 6.6. 

Deep 40-52 Olive brown (2-5M 4/3) moist; silty clay 
loam with common, medium, distinct mottles; 
very weakly platy structure; firm, olastic, 
sticky; common, fine and very fine tubular 
pores; few, clay skins; common, small b1ac 
coatings of' manganese dioxide; pH 7.0. 
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"ehalem silt loam (Alluvial soil) 

_oction: 1/4, 1/11, cection 5, T. 2S, R. 9w, S cor- 
ner of the enclosure of the eha1em Boll fertil- 
ity plots establisned on the £t1lamooi aval 
Air Base, illlamook County, Oroon oy T. L, 

Jackson, A. Jenne and others. 

Description by: E. . Knox, i. H. Robinson and C. ßowlsby, 
ìiarch 27, 1958. 

?roflle samples collected by: R. A. Cattaril arid L. H. 

iobinson, August 1953. 

Site: Slit from recent silty alluvium on the flood plain 
of the Tras k dver. Well drained on less than 1 
slope. 

Horizon Depth Det3crlptlon 

A1 O-9 Dark yellowish brown (lO'LR 3/4) moist, 
ùrown (lOIR 5/3) dry; 
most silty clay loam) ; 

tron, fine and 
very fine sub-anu1ar blocky structure; 
friable, slightly sticky, s1ihtly pias- 
tic; abundant roots; abundant, fine and 
very fine interstitial oores; lower 
boundary clear and smooth; pH 5.2. 

Al2 9-17 Dark yellowish brown (1OYi 3.5/4) moIst; 
silt loam (but almost silty clay loam); 
moderate tiedium prismatic breakln6 to 

strong, fine sub-angular blocky structure; 
friable, sliht1y aticcy, s1Ihtly pias- 
tic; abundant roots; abundant, fine 
tubular pores, few, medium and coarse 
tubular pores; coatixis on peds arid 

pores are dark yellowish brown (10Ld 3/4); 
lower boundary, ¿radual and Bmooth; pH 
5.4. 

AC 17-36 Dark yellowish brown (1OLR 3.5/4) moist; 
silty clay loam; moderate, coarse pris- 
matie breaking to strong, medium sub- 
angular blocky structure, friable, plas- 
tic, stickj; common roots, abundant, fine 
tubular pores; lower boundary radua1 and 
smooth; pH 5.6. 
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Horizon Depth Description 

36-54 Dark yellowish brown (1OYR 3.5/4) moist; 
silty clay loam; weak, coarse prismatic 
breakin5 to moderate, fine and medium sub- 
an6ular blocky structure; friable, plas- 
tic, sticky, few roots; abundant fine and 
very fine tubular pores, few, medium and 
coarse tubular pores, few faint fine 
mottles; pH 5.6. 

Tillamook silt loaui (indo like) 

Location: corner of the enclosure of the £illaook soil 
fertilltj plots established on the Tillamook 
Naval Air flase, Tillamook County, Oregon by 
T. L. Jackson, E. A. Jenne and others. 

Des.crj.ption by: E. G. Knox and L. H. Robinson, parch 26, 
1958. 

Profile samples colleted by: L. H. Robinson, H. A. Cattani 
August 1958. 

1ite: Joli from silty alluvium ori a broad terrace above 
the present flood plain, well drained and level. 

Horizon Depth Descriptton 

A1 O-7 Jiack (1OR 1.2) raolet, silt loam, moder- 
p ate fine and very fine sub-angular blocky 

structure, friable, slightly sticky, 
slightly plastic, abundant roots, abun- 
dant fine and very fine interstitial 
pores, lower boundary abrupt and smooth. 

Al2 7-16 lact (lOR 1/2) moist, silt loam, strong 
:neàìimin and fine sub-anu1ar blocky struc- 
ture friable, slightly plastic, slightly 
sticky, abundant roots, abundant fine and 
very fine interstitial pores, lower bound- 
ary clear and wavy. 

A13 16-39 ßlaci (10(R 1/2) moist, silt loam, weak 
coarse prismatic breaking to weak medium 
and fine sub-angular breaking to moderate 
very fine ¿ranular structure, friable, 
slightly plastic, slightly sticky, common 
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Horizon pth Description 

A13 root3, abundant fine and very fine tub- 
(cont'd) ular and interstitial pores, lower bound- 

ary clear and irregular. 

39-50 Very dark brown (1OYR 2.5/3) Inoi3t, silty 
clay loafl, moderate fine and very fine 
sub-angular blocky breaking to strong very 
fine ßranular structure, friable, plas- 
tic, sticky, few roots, abundant fine and 
very fine tubular ore, few medium and 
coarse tubular pores, lower boundary 
clear and irregular. 

B2 50-60 Dark Yellowish brown (l0Y( 3/4) moist., 

silty clay loam, aoderate medium to very 
fine sub-angular blocky structure, fri- 

able, plastic, sticky, few roots, abun- 
dent fine and very fine tubular pores, 
few nedium and coarse tubular pores, few 
rourdorì pebblei. 

illamette silt loan (Prairie soil) 

Location: NW 1/4, iW 1/4, 'J: 1/4, section 16, T. 13S, R. 

4W; at an old farrnotead about 1 1/2 mlles E of 
Peoria, Linn County, Oregon. 

Description by: E. G. Knox, :ay 21, 1959. 

2rofilo samp1es collected by: . G. Knox and J. L, Young, 
May 21, 1959. 

At ed5e of a ou1tivatcd field; level, well drained 
from old, silty, water-deposited naterla]. (i1lamette 
silts) s 

horizon Death Descritlon 

An 0-6 Very dark brown (1OYR 2.5/2) moist; silt 
- loam; strong, medium and fine sub-angular 

blocky structure; friable, plastic, 
sll:htly sticky; abundant roots; abundant, 
coarse to very fine t:bu1ar and inter- 
stitial poros; lower boundary abrupt and 
smooth; pH 5.6. 



Horizon Depth Description 

B11 6-16 Very dark grayish brown (10Th 3/2) 
moist; silty clay loam with very dark 
brown ooatins; moderate, medium and 
fine sub-angular blocky structure; fri.- 

able, plastic, sticky; common roots; 
comion, medium and coarse, and abundant, 
fine and very fine tubular pores between 
the peds; lower boundary clear and 
smooth; pH 6.0. 

Bl2 16-39 Dark yellowish brown (10Th 3/4) moist; 
silty clay loam; moderate, medium sub- 
angular blocky breaking to weak, fine sub- 
angular blocky structure; friable, plas- 
tic, very sticky; common roots; abundant, 
fine and very fine tubular pores; abun- 
dant, thin clay skins (ÌOYR 3/3); lower 
boundary clear and wavy; pH 5.8. 

B2 30-46 Brown (10Th 4/3) moist; silty clay loam; 
moderate, coarse angular blocky structure; 
firm plastic, sticky; few roots; abundant, 
fine and very fine tubular pores; abun- 
dant clay skins (10Th 3/3); lower boundary 
diffuse and smooth; pH 5.6. 

C 46-56 Brown (lOIR 4/3) moist; silty clay loam; 
weak, very coarse sub-angular blocky 
structure; firm and friable, plastic, 
sticky; few roots; few, medium and corn- 

mon, fine tubular pores; few, thin clay 
skins on peds and few, thick skins in 
vertical pores; few manganese dioxide 
coatings; pH 6.0. 

a11a Walla silt loam (Chestnut soil) 

Location: 3ectlon 20, T. 13, R. 17E; 2 1/2 ml. S & E of 
ioro. 

Description by: L. H. Robinson, August 1958. 

Profile samples collected by: L. H. Robinson, R. A. 

Cattani, Aug. 1958. 
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Jite: Crested wheat òrass, cheat and blue-bunch grass. 
soil from loess, 8 NE slope, gently sloping upland, 
moderate permeability, well drained; semiarid climate, 
13tt/yr. moisture, 1800' elevation. Reduced iron 
around root channels, mycelia shaped lime along root 
channels. 

Horizon Depth Description 

A10 0-7 Very dark grayish brown (1OYR 3/2) moist; 
very fine sandy loai or loam; weak, medium 
platy structure; friable, slightly sticky, 
slightly plastic; abundant roots; abrupt, 
smooth lower boundary; pH 6.5. 

Al2 7-13 Very dark grayish brown (1OYR 3/2) moist; 
very fine sandy loam or loam; weak, 
coarse prismatic structure; friable, 
slightly sticky, slightly plastic; abun- 
dant roots; abrupt, smooth lower boundary; 
pH 6.6. 

AC 13-23 Dark brown (lO(R 3.5/3) moist; silt loam; 
weak, coarse prismatic and weak, medium 
coarse sub-angular blocky structure; 
friable, slightly sticky, slightly plas- 
tic; plentiful roots; gradual, smooth 
lower boundary; pH 6.6. 

AO2 23-47 Dark brom (1OYR 4/3) moist; silt loam; 
earrie characteristics as AC except has many 
fine pores; pH 6.8. 

Cca1 47-57 Dark brown (1OYR 4/3) moist; silt loam; 
massive structure; friable, slightly 
sticky, slightly plastic; many fine pores; 
coarse, sand-size basalt fragments; dif- 
fuse, smooth lower boundary; pH 8.3. 

57 Dark brown (1OYR 4/3) moist; silt loam; 
same characteristics as horizon above 
except pH 8.2. 



Table 11. RelatlonshiDs of Soils Used with iespect to Parent Material and 
Annual ainfall. 

Annual Rainfall (inches) 
Soils formed from: 12 40 45 50 90 

Recent silty aluvium 

Water-.d000sltcd silts: 
well drained 
imperfectly drained 
poorly drained 

Loess 

Residuum and colluviuin 
from basalt 

alla 'alla 

Chehali. s 

Willamette 
Ami tj 
Dayton 

Ai kon 

Cascade 

ehalom 

Till arnoo k 

I-j 



Table 12. ajor aenetics Features of Soils. 

Soll Series Creat Soll Group Major Genetic Features 

Aike Reddish Brown Latosol low base saturation, textral B, dark colored A 
Amity Prairie soll textural B, dark colored A, mottles and cray 

color, moderate base saturation 
Cascade fragipan, "shot" in A, dark colored A, textural B 

Chehalls Alluvial soil none 
Dayton Planosol stron text ral B with abrupt unper boundary 

cray colors, moderate base saturation 

Nehalem Alluvial soll none 

Tillamook Ando soil very thick, dark A, very low base saturation, 
probable hlh allophano content 

Walla ialla Chestnut soil dark colored A horizon, high base saturation 
Til1ametto Prairie soil dark colored A, textural B, moderate base 

saturation 

H o 
H 



Table 13. Characterizat.ion of Soilß Used. 

Soil Horizon 
Depth 
Inches 

0rani&- 
Matter 

ïechanici1 
Analysis2 

Clay Silt Sand CEC3 
rne/100p 

Ex.0a, 
?4.., K, 

Na 
me/bOg 

Moisture 
Air Dry 

1i 

Aiken Ap 0-6 6.11 63 28 9 23.9 9.4 4.3 5.3 
(Bonkowski) B1 6-15 4.33 66 26 8 24.0 9.3 .6 5.4 

B21 15-26 2.82 70 23 7 21.4 8.8 4.5 5.2 
B22 26-40 0.94 75 20 5 19.8 8.1 4.6 5.3 
Deep p2-72 0.29 76 19 5 21.9 7.0 4.5 5.3 

Alken A 0-7 51 37 12 27.4 3.6 5.3 5.5 
(Ashtoi) B1 7-13 55 33 12 27.7 4.0 5.6 5.6 

ß21 b-31 66 25 9 23.9 2.5 5.6 5.3 
B22 31-42 27 9 5.5 5.4 

Amity A1 0-12 4.58 29 48 23 16.1 7.6 2.8 4.9 
A2 12-20 0.90 29 47 24 20.2 9.4 2.4 5.1 

1Walkloy, A. and I. A. Black. An examination of the De5tjareff method for deternining 
soil organic matter, 9rid a proposed modification of' the chromic acid titration method. 
Soil Science 37:29-38. 1934. 

2Kilrner, Victor J. and Lyle T. Alexander. !othcds of making mechanical analyses 
of soils. 3o11 Science 68:15-24. 1949. 

3schollenberor, C. J. and R. H. Simon. Determination of oxchane capacity and 
exohan3eable bases in soils - ammonium acetate riethod. ¿oil Science 59:13-24. 
1945. 

o 



Table 13. CharacterIzation of 3oils Used (Cont'd). 

2:1 Horizon 
Depth 
Inches 

Organic 
tatter 

Mechanical 
Analysis 

Clay Silt sand 
Z 

CEC 
me/lOO 

Ex. Ca, 
M, IC, 

& a 
mo/lOOg 

Moisture 
Air Drr pH 

1:1 

Amity (cont) Bi 20-29 0.15 28 53 19 18.0 15.9 2.9 5.4 
B21 29-37 0,33 26 50 24 22.7 22.4 4.0 5.5 

Cm 37-41 0.19 23 39 38 22.8 22.3 4.0 5.7 
C 413 0.19 20 55 25 23.9 25.3 4.2 6.1 

Cascade Ap O-3 4.35 20 52 28 16.4 5.,' 2.6 5.4 

A3 8-18 1.27 23 49 28 11.6 4.7 2.6 5.4 

18-27 0.31 21 55 24 11.6 6.3 2.3 4.9 

B2 27+ 0.17 23 56 21 15.0 12.0 2.7 5.0 

Chehalis A1 0.-li 3.65 35 62 3 38.7 32.3 4.5 5.8 

A3 11-18 2.03 32 62 6 31.2 26.8 4.5 6.0 

C1 18-30 1.70 30 57 13 29.0 26.1 4.4 6.1 

C 28+ 1.38 2( 60 13 28.1 26.1 4.2 5.9 

Dayton A11 0-3 6.60 19 18 3 16.1 7.5 2.0 4.8 
Al2 3-9 2.16 21 76 3 12.7 6.0 1.7 4.9 

A2 9.-18 0.70 25 72 3 12.6 7.7 1.8 5.0 

21 18-30 0.70 52 47 1 33.7 28.0 5.3 5.2 

B22 30-40 0.40 43 54 3 33.5 31.5 5.4 5.9 

Deep 40 0.32 28 69 3 28.6 28.2 4.5 6.4 

I-j o 



Table 13. CharacterIzation of $0115 Used (Cont'd). 

Soll Jorizon 
Depth 
inches 

Organic 
Matter 

) 

iechan1ca1 
Analysis 

Clay Silt Sand 
% 

CC 
_iiie/100g 

E7.Ca, 
Mg, K, 
& a 
meLQOg 

Moisture 
Air Dry 

; 

pH 
1:1 

î4ehalern O-9 P3)4 33 57 3 53.7 :5:,.O 7.2 5',3 

Aj 9-17 3.68 38 57 5 50.6 37.5 7.4 5.5 

AC 17-36 3.52 35 58 7 48.7 35.7 7.3 5.5 
C3 36-54 2.19 32 59 9 50.5 38.1 7.3 5.6 

Tillainook Ap O-13 8.01 41 45 1! 40.0 2.0 7.4 4.7 
Al2 13-48 11.13 41 44 15 43.0 3.1 8.1 4.9 
'i 48-55 5.43 40 45 15 38.3 1.9 7.6 4.7 

2 55 2.36 35 43 22 39.5 2.3 7.6 4.9 

al1a Walla Alp 07 1.97 13 46 41 12.4 11.2 1.6 6.6 

Al2 7-13 0.94 12 44 44 11.7 10.6 1.4 6.6 
A 13-23 0.46 14 56 30 12.3 11.5 1.6 7.0 

AC2 23-47 0.22 10 58 32 13.3 13. 1.6 7.4 
0cal 4757 0.11 8 59 33 14.1 18.6 1.8 
Cca2 57+ 0.11 6 62 32 14.7 20.9 1.9 8.1 

Willarnette Ap 0-6 6.56 27 71 2 22.9 22.3 2.3 5.2 
B11 6-16 2.53 28 70 2 17.6 14.0 1.9 5.6 

B12 16-30 1.20 27 69 4 15.1 11.8 1.9 5.5 

B2 3o-.46 0.29 33 64 3 25.3 21.5 3.9 5.7 
C 46-56 0.25 28 69 3 23.9 22.3 3.8 5.7 

I-J 

o 


